
What helps you get through the tough times are the people by your side.
JOEY GLADSTONE, “FULL HOUSE”
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Honor your 2021 UNC Graduate
in

Keepsake Graduation Guide

Hey Brandon!
You did it!

Congratulations on your big 
day graduating from UNC. 

Now onto bigger playing fields.
We love you!

Brandon 
Standley

We are so proud of you! 

Congratulations on 
graduating in the 

Class of 2021! 
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Catherine!
We are proud of you, 

and we love you!
Go Heels!

Love, Mom, Dad

Catherine
Morgan

Katy RiceKaty Rice
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Hey Kayla!
You did it!

Congratulations 
on your big day 

graduating 
from UNC. 

Now onto bigger 
playing fields.
We love you!

Mom and Dad
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DevinDevin
 Fussa Fussa

Devin,
You have come so far 
and done us proud. 
Congratulations on 

graduating as a 
Class of 2021

 Tar Heel! 
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations McKenna!
 We are so proud of you! 

All of your hard work
 has paid off!!

 Always follow your dreams!
 Love, Your Family
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UNC has 
high hopes 

for Sam 
Howell

By Zachary Crain
Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

One thing is certain: Sam Howell 
is going to be the North Carolina 
football team’s starting quarterback. 

Beyond that, not much has been 
established offensively. 

Sure, the offensive line is solidified, 
with all five starters from last year 
back for another run — but while 
that may be priority 1A for a team 
whose balanced offensive system 
led the Tar Heels to an Orange Bowl 
berth last year, finding replacements 
for its four league-bound offensive 
weapons can’t be far behind. 

Though fall camp will be where 
the depth chart is truly solidified, 
some of the Tar Heels’ budding 
weapons provided a peek into what 
offensive coordinator Phil Longo will 
be working with at UNC’s spring 
game on Saturday. 

“We lost a lot of really good players 
on the offensive side of the ball, a lot 
of guys are gonna have to step up and 
play this year,” Howell said. “A lot of 
that goes into the summer, see how 
good we work over the summer, see 
how hard those guys work and who 
steps up and fills those roles in the fall.” 

There was sophomore wide 
receiver Josh Downs’ 48-yard 
reception from Howell, hauled in 
with outstretched arms. There was 

New coal plant permit raises concerns

DTH/AUSTIN WANG
Catherine Lavau and Gary Richards hold up signs denouncing UNC’s use of coal on Friday, April 23, 2021.

Newest draft could 
weaken emission 

restrictions 
By Cameron Myers Milne

Staff Writer
university@dailytarheel.com

The newest draft of an operating 
permit for UNC’s coal plant is raising 
community concerns that it could 
weaken protections against burning 
coal emissions and standards of 
accountability for the University.

UNC’s power plant is located 
on West Cameron Avenue. The 
Cogeneration Facility burns both coal 
and natural gas, which means the plant 
must have a permit to regulate how it 
controls its air pollution, according to 
Title V of the Clean Air Act. 

This draft, issued to UNC by 
the North Carolina Division of Air 
Quality, removes the heat input 
capacity — or the measure of how 
much coal one boiler can burn at a 
time — from the permit’s section on 
emission source limitations.

If the draft is approved as it 
is, the implications could range 
from intensified toxic emissions to 
loosened restrictions for UNC in 
local environmental permits.

Context of the permit

Heat input capacity has been 
the subject of an ongoing lawsuit 
that was filed in 2019 by the Sierra 
Club and the Center for Biological 
Diversity.  The environmental 
plaintiffs view this capacity as a limit 
and claim that UNC violated the heat 
input limit for its two coal boilers.

“The heat input limit restricts 
the amount of coal per hour that 
UNC burns, so the more coal that 

is burned, the more pollution is 
sent out into the air,” Will Harlan, a 
senior campaign representative with 
the Sierra Club, said.

In a court order that denied UNC’s 
motion to dismiss nine out of 10 
allegations in the lawsuit, a federal 
judge determined that this heat 
input capacity is an enforceable limit, 
since the measure is included in the 
Specific Limitations and Conditions 
section of the current plant permit.

UNC, however, views the heat 
input capacity as an identifiable 
descriptor of the boilers that burn 
coal — not as a limit on those boilers. 

“The University has filed a motion 

for summary judgment asking the 
court to dismiss this lawsuit because 
the evidence does not support the 
plaintiff ’s claims. The University has 
not exceeded any of the emissions 
limits in its permit,” the University 
said in a statement.

The University’s new Climate 
Action Plan pledges to be carbon 
neutral by 2040 and begin to phase 
out the use of coal.

But in the new draft permit, 
the NC DAQ removed the heat 
input capacity from the Specific 
Limitations and Conditions section. 
The measure remains only in 
emission source description sections, 

and the change was not included in 
the Table of Changes section.

“The 323.17 (millions of British 
thermal units per hour) input rate is 
not a ‘limit’ and that rate remains in the 
draft permit in three places,” an NC DAQ 
representative wrote in a statement. 

Heat input from the combustion 
of coal is a variable in the equations 
that limit sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen dioxide emissions, which 
can cause lung disease, acid rain and 
harm to plant life. 

Harlan from the Sierra Club 
questioned

DTH/IRA WILDER
UNC junior Erin Boone, seinor Artistea Tontai, and Isiuwa Oghagbon chat 
after enjoying an outdoor meal at Mediterranenan Deli on Monday, April 26.

Outdoor dining could remain 
the norm on Franklin Street

By Emma Kenfield
Senior Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Before the pandemic, it was 
difficult to get outdoor seating 
approved in Chapel Hill, parking 
was limited and sidewalk space 
was minimal.  

But for the past year, local 
restaurants have benefitted from 
curbside parking spots, extended 
sidewalks, outdoor seating and 
other  temporar y  a l lowances 
approved by the Town of Chapel 
Hill. And although social distancing 

and capacity guidelines are being 
lifted as the state slowly returns 
to normalcy, some of these new 
policies are here to stay. 

Jamil  Kadoura,  the  owner 
of Mediterranean Deli on West 
Franklin Street, said this has been 
an extremely tough year. The 
deli had 97 employees before the 
pandemic, and kept 66 of them. He 
took out private loans to help keep 
his employees paid.

“My family here, they’ ll  do 
anything for me. I’ ll do anything 
for them. That’s part of the success 
of us here,” he said. “It’s a family 
atmosphere all the way.”

But Kadoura said outdoor seating 
gave his business hope. With larger 
sidewalk space, he’s been able to 
bring in more business. He said he 

hasn’t seen this many people dining 
out in a long time. 

“The sidewalk dining has helped 
us a lot,” he said. “I wish it will stay 
forever this way.” 

Kadoura said the damage isn’t 
nearly fixed though. His business is 
recovering, and he said it will take 
at least a year and a half to return 
to how things were before the 
pandemic. Without outdoor seating, 
that timeline could be much longer. 

Matt Gladdek, executive director 
of the Chapel Hill Downtown 
Partnership, said the Town plans 
to keep sidewalk extensions and 
outdoor seating on West Franklin 
Street until summer 2022. 

He said he is not sure that this 

SEE DOWNTOWN, PAGE 13

SEE OFFENSE, PAGE 9SEE POLLUTION, PAGE 6

UNC FOOTBALL SPRING GAMECLEAN ENERGY

COVID!19 REGULATIONS

As regulations loosen, 
businesses ask for 

continued sidewalk access
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CORRECTIONS

CORRECTION: A story in the 
Wednesday, April 21, 2021 print 
edition of The Daily Tar Heel,  
titled “Concerns surround 
man accused of harassment,” 
incorrectly stated that Tucker 
Frey was no longer in custody 
at the Orange County Jail. Frey, 
at the time of publication, 
was still in custody  at the 
Orange County Jail, and as 
of publication of this paper, 
remains in custody. The Daily 
Tar Heel apologizes for this 
error.
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‘Disaster girl’ to graduate from UNC

By Lucy Smithwick
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

Zoe Roth’s face is synonymous 
with disasters, all because of a 
picture her dad took when she was 
almost 5 years old.

The picture — which features Roth 
standing and smiling in front of a 
burning house — has circulated the 
internet for years in different forms. But 
seeing as it’s been over 16 years since the 
original picture was taken, she’s not as 
recognizable as she once was.

In fact, it wasn’t until a tweet 
by UNC student Kaitlyn Boeckel 
gained traction that people realized 
Roth is not only a meme, but a 
Tar Heel too. Roth is now a senior 
majoring in peace, war and defense. 
She transferred from American 
University in Washington, D.C., in 
the fall of 2019. 

From Roth’s perspective, it’s just 
a picture from a controlled practice 
fire, two blocks away from her 
family home in Mebane.

“Sometimes I like to think, ‘I 
wonder how many people see my 
face,’” Roth said. “I always think 
it’s really cool, but when I meet 
somebody for the first time, I don’t 
usually bring it up. I don’t think 
that it’s something that defines me 
very much. When I meet people, I 
like to tell them other things about 
myself because this isn’t something 
that I chose or something that I 
think reflects who I am.”

On the day the picture was taken, 
Dave Roth, Zoe’s father, had recently 
gotten his first digital camera. When 
his wife came home and told the 
family about the burning house, 
they took a family field trip down 
the street. The famous picture of Zoe 
Roth was just one of many they took 
that afternoon.

In 2008, Dave Roth submitted the 
photo of Zoe to the JPG Magazine’s 
“Emotion Capture” photo contest. It 
was published in the print edition 
of the magazine, then later online, 

BEYOND THE MEME

Senior PWAD major 
Zoe Roth is the subject 

of a popular meme

which is where Dave thinks the 
photo was picked up.

“It was just pretty neat just to see this 
house fully engulfed in the middle of a 
residential neighborhood in Mebane, 
but not for bad reasons,” Dave Roth 
said. “So, we got a lot of pictures of it. 
I got pictures of Tristan (Zoe Roth’s 
brother), other pictures of Zoe and 
different angles of the thing. And the 
photo we ended up with, I’d love to tell 
you that it was some brilliant master 
plan on my part to get that photo, but 
it was just one of many photos taken 
that day, and she just happens to have 
this great look on her face.”

Since she went viral, Zoe Roth 
has had many opportunities for 
interviews, such as working on 
a documentary with National 

Geographic and filming a video with 
Buzzfeed. She is even featured on the 
back of the box of the game What Do 
You Meme.

Nupur Shah, a junior and one 
of Roth’s close friends, said that 
watching her interact with the 
internet is entertaining from a 
friend’s perspective.

“Since the time I’ve met her 
there have been a few really cool 
things that have happened to her,” 
Shah said. “One really big one that 
happened sort of recently was that 
she was asked to do a Buzzfeed 
v ideo  about  how her  meme 
happened. That got super viral on 
TikTok and YouTube.” 

Even though she is not a stranger 
to the internet, Roth instead chooses 

to focus her energy on her passions.
“I love traveling,”  Roth said. “I’ve 

been to China a few times and also 
Haiti. I love exploring new cities. 
I also speak Chinese, I think that’s 
kind of cool about myself. I actually 
co-founded an organization called 
RISE, which is ‘Realizing Inclusivity 
and Student Excellence’ with Nupur, 
and we offer free tutoring services 
for the SAT and the ACT for local 
high schoolers.”

Whether Roth’s exploring new 
countries or finding internet fame 
again, she’ll always have this meme 
as a fun fact to reveal to new friends 
— and she knows that her smile has 
been seen by millions.

Twitter: @LucySmithwich

DTH/HELEN MCGINNIS
Zoe Roth, a senior peace, war and defense major and the subject of the  ‘Disaster Girl’ meme, poses for a portrait.
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A trial challenging North Carolina Senate Bill 824, a 2018 law requiring photo ID to cast a ballot in elections, has begun.

By Susie Webb
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

A trial continues this week as voter 
rights attorneys try to strike down 
a North Carolina law that requires 
voters to present identification when 
casting ballots.

The trial, which began April 12, 
raises questions about whether N.C. 
Senate Bill 824 – passed in 2018 when 

the General Assembly overturned 
Gov. Roy Cooper’s veto – intentionally 
discriminates against Black voters.

The photo ID law did not apply in the 
March primaries or November general 
election due to state and federal judges 
blocking the law’s implementation. 

Plaintiffs argue that the law causes 
an undue burden to the right to 
vote and disproportionately affects 
Black voters who may have difficulty 
obtaining the accepted identification. 

“ There’s a history of voter 
suppression in North Carolina that 
has been around for a very long time,” 
Mitchell Brown, an attorney with the 
Southern Coalition for Social Justice 
involved with the case, said. “This is 
history that we can’t forget.”

The law came after a majority of 
North Carolina voters endorsed a 
constitutional amendment on the 
ballot in 2018, requiring photo ID.

Jabari Holmes, one of the lead 

plaintiffs of the case, is a 42-year-old, 
biracial man with severe cerebral palsy 
that has confined him to a wheelchair. 

Holmes was unsuccessful in 
obtaining a copy of his Social Security 
card before the 2016 election. He 
wouldn’t have been able to get an 
ID from the Wake County Board 
of Elections because there’s no 
handicapped parking near its office, 
which is 30 minutes from his home.

Holmes had to cast a reasonable 
impediment professional ballot 
in March 2016 since he lacked an 
acceptable photo ID.

Other plaintiffs include Fred Culp, 
who — due to a neck injury — does not 
own a valid driver’s license. He tried 
to get a  North Carolina ID, but was 
unsuccessful in obtaining a copy of his 
birth certificate from South Carolina 
due to an administrative misspelling. 

Daniel Smith, another plaintiff, 
faced problems with his temporary 
government-issued license that a 
poll worker refused to accept on 
Election Day. 

Plaintiff Shakoya Carrie Brown 
is a student at Johnson C. Smith 
University, whose student IDs don’t 
include an expiration date and don’t 
meet the requirements of SB 824. 

Mitchell Brown said the types of 
IDs that are accepted are held by 
Black voters in disproportionately 
lower numbers.

All of the plaintiffs in the case are 
people of color. 

UNC history professor Jim 
Leloudis was called to testify on April 

13. He said based on his analysis, 
Black North Carolinians will have 
the hardest time getting photo ID 
compared to other demographics. 

“Black North Carolinians are more 
likely to employed in low wage jobs, 
which they cannot afford or often 
not allowed time away from work to 
acquire an ID, particularly when the 
offices to acquire those IDs are open 
during normal daytime business 
hours,” he said.

SB 824 is similar to 2013 N.C. 
House Bill 589, which was struck 
down by the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Fourth Circuit in 2016. The 
court said in its decision that “the new 
provisions target African Americans 
with almost surgical precision.” 

Defendants argue that the current 
law is less strict than HB 589, as it 
includes a more expansive list of 
acceptable voter identification, among 
other minor changes. 

There were 13 amendments on SB 
824 between the Senate and House, 
most passed with bipartisan support. 

At the time, Republicans had 
a supermajority in the General 
Assembly. Though Gov. Cooper vetoed 
the bill, Republicans overrode the veto 
and squeezed in the law before they 
lost seats in the next legislative cycle. 

Plaintiffs argue the new law is 
discriminatory, just as HB 589 was 
ruled to be.

There is no clear timeline for how 
long the trial will last. 

Twitter: @skwebb73 

Trial challenging voter ID law underway
NORTH CAROLINA | VOTER ID

Union to host ‘90s-themed LDOC celebration
UNIVERSITY | LAST DAY OF CLASS

DTH/WENDY ZHENG
With this year being unlike no other, the Carolina Union is putting 
together a ‘90s-themed LDOC to bring a sense of normalcy to students.

By Chelsea Ramsey
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

The last day of class for each 
spring semester is typically met 
with a lively campus and dozens 
of in-person events to celebrate 
the closing of an academic year. 
This year, student leadership is 
adapting this tradition to keep 
students safe. 

On May 5, the Carolina Union 
plans to host a ‘90s-themed LDOC 
celebration, with a mix of virtual 
and in-person events to round off 
the semester. Students can tune in 
to a ‘90s LDOC playlist, curated by 
the Carolina Union Activities Board 
to accompany all activities.

Some of the scheduled activities 
include socially distanced yoga on 
Hooker Fields and high ropes cap and 
gown photoshoots for seniors at the 
Outdoor Education Center. 

CUAB will also hold events prior to 
LDOC, such as a popcorn giveaway on 
May 3 and a drag queen bingo event 
on May 4.

CUAB has worked with campus 

organizations such as Campus 
Recreation, Carolina Athletics, 
Carolina Housing, the Office of 
Sororities and Fraternities and 
Student Life and Leadership for this 
year’s celebration. 

Sarah Fitzgerald, who works in the 
Office of Student Wellness, said the 
LDOC celebration was organized by 
groups of four committees intended to 
promote student well-being, including 
marketing, programming, risk-
reduction and assessment committees. 

“This has long been in existence 
at UNC to help with risk-reduction 
strategies and make sure that there’s 
programming going on that day to 
make sure students are safe and well,” 
Fitzgerald said.

The purpose of LDOC, Fitzgerald 
said, is to promote student wellness 
during a stressful time of year. 

To help with self-care, CUAB 
is hosting events such as a Stress 
Less Fest with the Residence 
Hall Association, during which 
students can pick up food and 
painting supplies for a virtual 
paint-along session. 

K i e r r a  H y m a n ,  a  s e n i o r 

majoring in global studies and 
Hispanic literature and culture, 
said she was excited to hear that 
the Carolina Union was planning 
activities for LDOC.

Hyman said her first few LDOCs 
as an underclassman were fun 
experiences because she got to see the 
campus come to life.

“The Pit is so exciting on LDOC, 
and especially if it’s a sunny day with 
all the people out and the music,” 
Hyman said. “It’s a good time.”

Lauren Kane, a junior and the 
Special Events Committee chair for 
CUAB, worked specifically on planning 
giveaways and events for LDOC to 
make the day special for students. 

Kane said that much of the 
difficulty of organizing a virtual 
LDOC celebration came from being 
unable to see the students on campus 
and how the crowd is doing. 

Despite adapting to a virtual 
LDOC, Kane said the last day of the 
spring semester is still an important 
milestone to celebrate for seniors. 

“Something that my team works 
on is finding ways to celebrate with 
low risk. We try to find events that 

don’t promote the use of substances 
or alcohol or anything like that,” 
Kane said. “So we try to find safe 
ways to celebrate these milestones 
that you reach in your life, like being 
a senior on LDOC.”

Hyman hopes to celebrate her 

last LDOC on campus by dressing 
up, getting lunch and meeting some 
friends. For her, the last day of class 
— as a senior — is a moment of 
nostalgia and transition. 

Twitter: @dailytarheel

NCGA Weekly Roundup: Apple, veterans and more
By Guillermo Molero

Senior Writer
city@dailytarheel.com

Apple’s announcement to build a 
new campus in the Triangle capped 
off a week where bills about military 
veterans, daylight saving time and 
more made their way through the 
legislative building. 

Apple hub brings jobs home

Apple announced a new business 
venture — the construction of a new 
hub in the Research Triangle.

Apple said it plans to invest over 
$1 billion in the state and that 
the project would create at least 
3,000 new jobs. The company 
also said it would establish a $100 

million fund to support schools and 
community initiatives in the area 
and contribute over $110 million 
in infrastructure spending for the 
80 counties in the state with the 
greatest need.

Legislative leaders and Gov. 
Roy Cooper alike welcomed the 
company’s investment, which they 
said showcases the importance 
of North Carolina’s business-
friendly environment, world-class 
universities and its welcoming and 
diverse communities.  

“This announcement will benefit 
communities across our state and 
we are proud to work together to 
continue to grow our economy and 
bring transformational industries 
and good paying jobs to North 
Carolina,” the leaders said in a 

joint statement. 

Support for veterans 

The General Assembly has also 
moved forward with multiple bills to 
provide funding for programs that 
support military veterans across N.C.

House Bill 370, called the “No 
Veteran Left Behind” act, provides 
state funds to establish and implement 
a pilot program to expand the Veterans 
Justice Intervention program. 

The pilot program would partner 
with nonprofits and government 
entities to assess each county’s initial 
response to veterans in crises. It would 
also help educate first responders 
and others on veteran-specific crisis 
intervention, suicide prevention and 
VA resources available to them.

The bill passed unanimously in the 
House and has been heralded as an 
important step to support veterans 
and local communities in general. 

Another veteran-related bill, HB 138, 
was signed into law by Cooper on April 
21 after passing unanimously through 
both chambers of the legislature.

The bill designates April 24 as 
Wounded Heroes Day. It was enacted 
in honor of Army Sgt. Michael 
Verardo, who, after suffering severe 
injuries in Afghanistan, underwent 
120 surgeries and is now an active 
member of his community. 

Also on the docket

HB 307, which would have N.C. 
observe Daylight Saving Time year-
round, passed in the House on April 

22. The bill also passed its first 
reading in the Senate and now sits 
in its rules committee.

HB 211 would ease restrictions 
on the service of food and drink in 
restaurants and bars, notwithstanding 
limits imposed on them via executive 
order. Nearly 30 Republican lawmakers 
have signed on. 

SB 121 would appropriate funds to 
provide legislatively mandated salary 
increases of 7 percent for employees of 
local community colleges in the state. 

Finally, the NCGA is set to make 
the loggerhead sea turtle the official 
saltwater reptile of North Carolina. 
HB 281 awaits further action in 
the Senate, having passed its first 
reading on April 26. 

Twitter: @DTHCityState
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Staff Writer 
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In  Ma r c h ,  t h e  Un i v e r s i ty 
requested that the joint jurisdiction 
policy between the Chapel Hill 
Police Department and UNC Police 
be expanded to include off-campus 
Greek housing.

Chapel Hill Police Chief Chris 
Blue said the request is similar 
to the 2009 expansion when 
UNC Police took over primary 
jurisdiction of Granville Towers. 

“It’s almost exclusively students 
on that property, with the exception 
of people who might work there,” 
Blue said. 

This latest proposed expansion 
would be an extension of the 
agreement that the Town of Chapel 
Hill and UNC entered into when 
they took over this jurisdiction of 
Granville Towers. Here’s what this 
would mean for students: 

What is joint jurisdiction?

North Carolina law states that the 

jurisdiction of a campus police force 
— such as UNC Police — includes 
property owned or leased by the 
university associated with it, as well 
as any public road or highway passing 
through it or immediately next to it.

“In this case, it would be UNC 
Police and Chapel Hill to expand their 
jurisdiction to properties that are not 
owned or leased by the University,” 
Fran Muse, the director of Carolina 
Student Legal Services, said. 

When properties fall under this 
joint jurisdiction, both UNC Police 
and Chapel Hill Police are able to 
respond to the incident, Blue said. 
But, under requests for this policy 
that originate from the University, 
UNC Police becomes the primary 
force responsible for dealing with 
reports occurring at these locations.

For areas under joint jurisdiction 
policy, the call is routed to the 
first available officer from either 
police force, but the primary 
police department responsible for 
enforcement would be UNC Police. 

“We can generally get there more 
quickly than one of their officers would 
so we might respond there and stabilize 

a situation,” Blue said, referring to 
University-owned properties not 
adjacent to campus. “But they have 
responsibility for that property, so we 
would stabilize and hand it over to 
them upon their arrival.”

Properties currently falling under 
joint jurisdiction include: 

• Granville Towers and its parking lot
• Carolina Square apartment complex
• Cheek Clark Building 
• UNC Facilities 
• Administrative Offices 
• Horace Williams Airport 
• UNC Art Lab

What would the expansion mean?

The expansion, if granted, would 
only extend the jurisdiction of UNC 
Police to off-campus fraternity and 
sorority houses. 

The main motivation behind the 
expansion request was to increase the 
safety of students, Chancellor Kevin 
Guskiewicz told The Daily Tar Heel.

“It always comes back to that, and 
to provide a safer environment for our 
students on these properties to have 
the ability of either police force or both 
police forces working in collaboration 
to handle anything that might occur 
on those properties,” Guskiewicz said. 

UNC Media Relations said that 
making the campus police force 
the primary response agent for 
calls at Greek housing would allow 

students at these locations access to 
more resources.

Representatives from the UNC 
Interfraternity Council and the 
UNC Panhellenic Council did not 
respond to requests for comment 
from The Daily Tar Heel by the time 
of publication.

The proposal is still  under 

consideration and has not yet gone 
before the Town Council for approval. 
Chapel Hill Mayor Pam Hemminger 
said the discussion about the request 
has been tabled for the time being as 
UNC and the Town focus on the end 
of the spring semester.  

Twitter: @hannahgracerose

UNC Police requests jurisdiction expansion 
Joint jurisdiction would cover off-campus Greek life housing

“It would be UNC Police and Chapel Hill to expand 
their jurisdiction to properties that are not owned 

or leased by the University.” 
Fran Muse, director of Carolina Student Legal Services
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UNC aims for carbon-neutrality by 2040
CLIMATE ACTION PLAN

DTH/AUSTIN WANG
Margie Muenzer holds up a sign advocating against UNC’s coal use as cars drive by outside of the university’s coal plant.

By Emma Lindsey
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

UNC is pledging to be carbon 
neutral by 2040 — a decade earlier 
than its last goal — with its new 
Climate Action Plan. 

The plan, announced by Sustainable 
Carolina on April 16, comprises 
25 different strategies to lower the 
University’s greenhouse gas emissions. 

This  announcement comes 

about five years after the University 
abandoned its 2010 plan to be coal-
free by 2020, citing technological 
and financial restrictions. The 
University’s previous Climate Action 
Plan, from 2009, set a goal to reach 
carbon neutrality by 2050. 

The new Climate Action Plan 
documents the progress made on 
previous initiatives and moves that 
deadline for carbon-neutrality up 
to 2040. 

“It is the difference between a 

30-year window and a 20-year 
window, so it is a substantial 
acceleration,” Mike Piehler, UNC’s 
chief sustainability officer, said. 
“And our goal in having the plan is 
being sure that we are articulating 
our broad vision for achieving this 
big goal, and allowing us to have all 
of the multiple methods that will be 
needed to meet this goal, fall into 
line with the central planning effort.”

Piehler said the new Climate Action 
Plan seeks to become carbon neutral 

as fast as the University possibly can. 
The new plan also outlines the 2009 
plan’s achievements and failures.

“We are going to dream big and 
do big things, so it is important to 
be clear about what has worked and 
what has not and why it has worked 
or has not,” Piehler said.

Clinical associate professor Carol 
Hee, the faculty co-chairperson of 
the UNC Sustainability Advisory 
Committee, appreciates that the new 
plan will provide updates on the status 
of the University’s sustainability goals. 

“Instead of just putting a goal out 
there and being quiet about it until 
the big ‘ta-da’, we made it you need to 
provide continuous updates, so I think 
that is a very strong point,” Hee said. 

Despite increases in campus 
population and square footage, 
UNC has realized 75 percent of the 
2009 plan’s near-term strategies, 
producing a 24 percent decrease in 
University greenhouse gas emissions, 
according to a UNC newsletter. 

Still, Piehler said everything 
about the new Climate Action Plan 
is more ambitious than the 2009 
plan, and the strategies are more 
specific and comprehensive. 

Piehler said Sustainable Carolina 
expects difficulty in reducing the last 
21 percent of greenhouse emissions by 
2040. But he said they are continuously 
planning ways to balance emissions in 
areas such as travel, which is necessary 
for a research University. 

Hope Thomson, a student member 
of Carolina Climate and Health 
Alliance, said she wants the plan to 
address already-felt symptoms of 
climate change — such as flooding 

impacts and increased summertime 
temperatures in North Carolina.

“Climate change is kind of like 
a runaway train and it is already 
in motion, so I do wish that the 
Climate Action Plan would start to 
incorporate how can we address the 
felt impacts of climate change that 
we are already seeing in motion at 
the Carolina level, at the Chapel Hill 
level and at the state level.”

The plan pledges to eliminate 
coal use as soon as possible, noting 
that the University currently works 
to increase natural gas use at the 
cogeneration facility. According to 
the plan, Carolina used 43 percent 
less coal in 2019 than in 2007.

Piehler said the University does 
not have a clear timeline on when it 
will cease coal use. 

“Everyone is working as hard 
as they can and as quickly as they 
can logistically and financially,” 
Piehler  said.  “However,  i t  is 
feasible to move away from coal. It 
is happening fast. It is something 
that everyone at the University is 
interested in having happen.”

While she acknowledges the 
current need for UNC’s coal plant, 
Hee is optimistic about future green 
energy technological developments. 

The plan is currently in draft form 
and available on the Sustainable 
Carolina website. 

Sustainable Carolina invites the 
public to collaborate on the draft 
and provide feedback through a 
collection form on the Sustainable 
Carolina website.

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Junior shares journey to 
publishing first book

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNICATION

By Isabella Reilly
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

UNC junior Jessica Reid watched 
clear-cutting and deforestation — 
major contributors to climate change 
— devastate the environment around 
her in Apex throughout her childhood.

Once she became more educated 
on the effects of climate change, Reid 
wanted to do her part to mitigate the 
impact. In September, she did just that by 
publishing her first book: “Planet Now: 
Effective Strategies for Communicating 
about the Environment.”

“From a young age, I became 
aware of how humans are impacting 
the environment,” Reid, who’s part 
of UNC’s environment and science 
communication program, said.

She began writing “Planet Now” 
in fall 2019 with partial funding 
from the 1789 Student Venture Fund. 
Reid also received assistance from 
the Creator Institute, a program 
that connects college students with 

PHOTO COURTESY OF JESSICA REID
UNC junior Jessica Reid recently published her first book entitled “Planet 
Now: Effective Strategies for Communicating about the Environment.”

professionals and resources to help 
them write and publish a book.

Greg Gangi, associate director for 
clean technology and innovation at the 
UNC Institute for the Environment, 
said climate change is often portrayed 
as a one-dimensional issue.  

“It has been communicated largely 
through simply an environmental 
lens,” Gangi said. “We need new ways 
to communicate climate change to 
the American public.” 

Jayne Willard, a junior majoring 
in biology and environmental studies 
at UNC and a friend of Reid’s, said 
she thinks this book addresses that 
problem. Willard said Reid focused 
less on the science and more on 
strategies to stimulate conversation 
about climate change. 

“The facts are out there,” Willard 
said. “She could have decided to 
say them again, but if you can’t get 
people to listen, agree and believe 
them, then it doesn’t matter.” 

Reid said she wants her book to 
inspire others to take action to protect 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

By Chase Taylor
Staff Writer

university@dailytarheel.com

For the past several decades, UNC 
graduate programs have examined 
applicants ’  Graduate Record 
Examination scores to determine 
their preparedness for graduate 
school. The test — which totals 3 
hours and 45 minutes — was once 
thought to be an accurate predictor of 
measuring students’ verbal reasoning, 
quantitative reasoning and analytical 
writing skills. 

But in May 2020, the Graduate 
School  Administrative Board 
approved a five-year, two-phase 
pilot program to slowly phase out the 
GRE as a central requirement. 

In the 2021 admissions cycle, 
t h e  G R E  w a s  s t i l l  r e q u i r e d 
centrally, but individual graduate 
departments had the opportunity 
to not include it in their admissions 
processes. For the fall, 70 percent 
of UNC departments opted-out of 
the GRE requirement.

“I  do think the timing was 
influenced likely by the pandemic,” 
Sarah Jacobson, assistant dean 
for admission/enrolled students 
said.  “Also,  the payment may 
have restricted access to testing 
for some applicants. For some 
disciplines, when peer institutions 
or similar programs began phasing 
out the GRE, it then became a 
matter of competition.” 

Beginning in the 2022 admissions 
cycle, the Graduate School will not 
centrally require GRE scores, but 
individual academic programs have 
the discretion to opt-in, Dean of the 
Graduate School Suzanne Barbour 
said at a meeting on April 20. This 

UNC 
moves to 
phase out 
the GRE

stipulation will remain for the next 
four years. 

“Now that programs have had 
an opportunity to think about this, 
to develop new processes and to 
develop rubrics, they now have a 
process in place by which they can 
do a really thoughtful review of 
whether their programs should opt-
in,” Barbour said.

Jo s h u a  H a l l ,  d i r e c t o r  o f 
admissions for UNC’s biological 
and biomedical sciences program 
said he began researching five years 
ago what aspects of the application 
predicted how well students did in 
the program. 

By  examining the  s tudent 
productivity of BBSP graduate 
students, Hall and his peers found 
that the GRE was particularly bad 
at predicting how well graduate 
students actually did in the program. 
In 2018, the BBSP got permission 
from the graduate school to remove 
the GRE requirement as a pilot. 

”Admissions committees have 
not really missed it,” Hall said. 
“We’ve still recruited really, really 
competitive groups of students.” 

To benefit his own students 
who were applying to graduate 
school, Hall started keeping a list 
of biology and biomedical graduate 
institutions that don’t require the 
GRE for admissions. 

“When I started the list, there 
were probably less than ten schools 
who didn’t require the GRE. Now, 
there’s almost 400,” Hall said. 

Senior linguistics major Hannah 
Steen was recently accepted to a 
speech-language pathology graduate 
program at the University.

“When I found out they weren’t 
requiring it, I let out a sigh of relief,” 
Steen said. “I’m just not great at that 
kind of testing, and I didn’t think 
that it would have contributed to my 
application really at all. I was really 
hoping that my application essays, 
recommendations and my involvement 
would have gotten me there.” 

Barbour said that  hol ist ic 
approaches  toward graduate 
admissions is a consideration not just 
at UNC, but for all of higher education. 

Twitter: @dailytarheel

the environment through engaging 
in practical discussions with friends 
and family. She said the best method 
to do this is to try and connect these 
conversations to their values.

“If they’re concerned about the 
economy, then you could talk about 
how the impacts of climate change 
in the future will be more costly than 
to try to reduce the change that’s 
happening now,” Reid said. “So just 
helping people realize how important 
it is to try and prevent that.” 

Willard said these discussions are 
essential to create a solution, and their 
absence allows people to gravitate 
toward extreme points of view. 

Reid said bringing attention to 
those presently affected can also help 
reshape perspectives.

“Climate change is more likely 
to affect minority and low-income 
communities,” she said. “Helping 
people recognize these injustices is 
something that could inspire them to 
want to mitigate that.” 

Reid said she recommends that 
students who wish to get involved in 
climate action join one of the numerous 
environmental organizations at UNC. 

Gangi said he is proud of Reid’s own 
efforts and believes her decision to 
spread her ideals has helped reframe the 
message surrounding climate change. 

Reid hopes to pursue environmental 
communications consulting in the 
future and continue to teach others the 
best methods for discussing climate 
initiatives and goals. 

“I want people to recognize that 
climate change is a people issue,” 
she said. “It’s about humans’ ability 
to live on the Earth. It’s important 
to take action, not just to protect 
endangered species, but to protect 
people. We should make sure climate 
change is treated as an issue that’s 
urgent, but not hopeless.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel
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As the end of the semester draws close, many UNC students  especially first years, are seeing a toll on their mental health.

By Emily Shih
Staff Writer 

university@dailytarheel.com

The weight of the pandemic, 
coupled with the stress of upcoming 
final exams and overall fatigue, has 
taken a toll on many students’ mental 
health — particularly first-years, who 
are experiencing significant loss and 
social isolation.   

Some first-year students have 
reported an increase in stress 
about schoolwork as the remote 
environment of COVID-19 makes 
it harder to connect with others 
socially. Dr. Allen O’Barr, director 
of Counseling and Psychological 
Services, said he has noticed the 
number of appointments dealing with 
burnout have significantly increased. 

Trouble finding community
   

First-year student Akash Ray is 
a clinical lab science major. He said 
he always spends some time on his 
phone before getting ready for a 
normal day doing work by himself 
at the Student Union, the lounge in 
his residence hall or his room.

“I work the entire afternoon and 
most of the evening, and fall asleep 
at a really bad hour,” he said. “I just 
think the heavy load of assignments 
as we’re nearing the end of the 
semester is really weighing on me. 
That’s really stressful, but I’m 
managing it fairly well.”

F i r s t - y e a r  s t u d e n t  N a t e 
Worley, an economics and public 
policy major, feels as though the 
University community is separated 

and isolated. He said he misses 
normal social interactions, but 
student groups have helped him 
meet new people.

“It’s been very difficult for a lot 
of people to make friends,” Worley 
said. “All the good organizations 
like Residence Hall Association , 
Campus Y, Asian American Students 
Association  — those are some 
organizations I’ve attended that have 
built a great community.” 

First-year student Mariam Ali 
said on a scale of 1 to 10, she said she 
would rate her mental health most 
days at around a 5.

“I need personal interactions with 
my professors in order to feel satisfied 
with my learning experience, which 
is not being taken full advantage of 
because of the pandemic,” she said. 

F i r s t - y e a r  p h y s i c s  m a j o r 
Andrew Mattson said his classes 
this spring semester have felt 
harder than they used to.  

“I feel like the University is not 
offering us much of a break and 
expecting us to do the exact same 
amount of work with the same rigor 
as before COVID,” he said.

 
Mental health resources

Mattson, Ali and Ray all said 
they have not reached out to CAPS 
or other mental health resources at 
the University. 

“Personally, I have never (reached 
out to CAPS),” Ray said. “I’ve heard 
some not-so-great things about 
them, so I’m more hesitant.”

CAPS operates using an initial 
phone screening, in which students 

complete  a  quest ionnaire  to 
determine what services are best 
suited for them. 

Because of the pandemic, some 
UNC students are living in another 
state or a different country.  This 
makes accessibility for mental health 
services and therapy even more 
difficult because CAPS counselors 
and psychologists with North 
Carolina licenses can only provide 
services in the state.

O’Barr said CAPS’  referral 

services have tripled, since it has had 
to refer students out to therapists 
near their residences. 

He has also said many students 
get frustrated when they gather 
up the courage to call CAPS, then 
immediately get referred out.

“There is a lot of positive stuff about 
CAPS, and there is a lot of negative 
stuff about CAPS,” O’Barr said. 

He said he welcomes any student 
who has had a negative experience 
with CAPS to reach out to him 

through his email. 
“ We’r e  a l l  g o i n g  t h r o u g h 

something for so long that has been 
a communal experience, but has also 
been an experience that amplifies 
inequalities,” he said. “We’re all 
suffering and we all suffer in different 
ways and in different degrees. There 
is a discrepancy in suffering but 
suffering is suffering. Go easy on 
yourself and go easy everybody else.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Dealing with burnout as finals approach
MENTAL HEALTH

BOG approves UNC trustee with sports-betting ties
By Brianna Atkinson

Staff Writer 
university@dailytarheel.com

The UNC Board of Governors met 
April 22 to discuss returning to normal 
operations in the fall, increasing out-
of-state student enrollment caps 
for historically Black colleges and 
universities and UNC System Board 
of Trustee appointments.

What happened? 

• The BOG voted to increase the 
out-of-state student enrollment 
cap for historically Black colleges 
and universities from 18 percent to 
25 percent. 

• T h e  o u t - o f - s t at e  s t u d e n t 
enrollment cap motion comes as 
North Carolina Central University 
requested a penalty waiver for 
exceeding the then-18 percent cap.

•Chairperson of the Educational 
Planning, Policies and Programs 
Committee Temple Sloan requested 
a motion to issue N.C. Central 
University a warning for exceeding 
the cap in the fall of 2020.

•Steven Long, secretary of the 
committee, said he disagrees with 
the motion on the grounds of policy. 
Long said this type of penalty waiver 
request has not been filed since 
UNC-Chapel Hill was denied one 
and fined $1 million in 2016.

•Johnson Akinleye, chancellor of 

North Carolina Central University, 
said the university did violate the 
policy, but has since put a system 
into place to monitor the rate of 
out-of-state enrollment. In regards 
to the impact the violation had on 
enrollment, Akinleye said no in-state 
students were hurt because of it. 

•“Since I’ve been here, not one 
North Carolina resident who is 
qualified to come into NCCU has ever 
been denied admission,” Akinleye said. 
“I believe that the 25% is only going to 
allow us to be able to meet the growing 
demand for our institution.”

•The BOG held a roll call vote in 
which NC Central University was 
formally warned and their motion 
for a penalty waiver was granted.

•The BOG voted to appoint a slate 
of nominees for the biennial Board 
of Trustee elections for multiple 
universities in the system. The slate 
vote excluded UNC-Chapel Hill, which 
was conducted separately to discuss the 
nomination of Malcolm Turner.

•Art Pope, a BOG member who 
serves on two BOG committees, 
filed a friendly amendment motion 
to discuss Turner’s nomination 
separately from the other nominees, 
which the BOG accepted. 

•Pope said the state ethics 
commission noted that Turner’s 
involvement with DraftKings, a 
sports betting company, could 
potentially have a conflict  of 
interest with being a Board Trustee 

for UNC-Chapel Hill.
“I think it’s in the best interest, not 

merely University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, but all our public university 
sports programs to keep an absolute 
arm’s length distance between online 
gambling on college sports and our 
college sports,” Pope said.

•UNC BOG chairperson Randy 
Ramsey said he supports Turner as 
a Board Trustee and believes he will 
do a great job at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

•“The credentials of Mr. Turner 
are incredible,” Ramsey said. 

•The BOG held a roll call vote 
in which Turner’s appointment 
was granted.

Twitter: @batkinson2501

Pollution concerns grow with new plant permit
q u e s t i o n e d  h o w  t h e  t o x i c 
emissions would be enforced 
without a measurable limit to use 
in the calculations. 

“There would be nothing stopping 
UNC in the future from emitting 
fast, burning a lot more coal at a 
lot higher intensities, which creates 
even more toxic pollution all around 
UNC’s campus,” he said.

The NC DAQ, the state agency 
responsible for enforcing the rules 
it writes in plant permits, said that 
UNC’s plant must follow national 
standards for the allowed levels of 
pollutants in the air.

“The renewal of the permit does 
not decrease the ability of the NC 
DAQ to enforce the applicable 
permit conditions as they pertain to 
the permitted equipment,” the NC 
DAQ representative said. 

News of the draft permit has 
spread to local residents and 
activists, who have been involved 
with ongoing activism against the 
coal plant for years.

Community response

Gary Richards is a 73-year-old 
man who lives one block away from 
UNC’s coal plant. Every Friday 
morning for the last two years, he has 
stood outside the plant and protested 
against burning coal.

One day, he hopes UNC will close 
its coal plant. 

“Whether I’ll live that long, I don’t 
know,” Gary Richards said. “Doesn’t 
seem like they’re in any hurry to do it.”

Anna Richards,  the former 
president of the Chapel Hill-
Carrboro branch of the NAACP, also 
attended last Friday’s protest. 

She said that people in the 
historically and predominantly Black 
neighborhood of Pine Knolls have been 
hearing the University’s commitments 
to reduce coal use for years, referencing 
former-Chancellor Holden Thorp’s 
promise to close the plant by 2020.

“I think the people in power don’t 
see it as an issue that needs to be 
dealt with, and that’s sad to say, but 
I think that’s where we are in North 
Carolina,” Anna Richards said.

Anna Richards said that she is 
involved with recruitment efforts 
to spread the word about the draft 
permit and campaign to strengthen it. 

“I hope that’s something that 
people can really rally around and 
say, ‘No, there needs to be limits, and 
there needs to be a serious plan to 
say we’re gonna do something about 
this,’” Anna Richards said.

Elizabeth O’Nan, chairperson of 
Chapel Hill Organization for Clean 
Energy, is especially concerned 
about the effects this draft permit 
could have on people injured or 
disabled by chemicals.

“We’re all more vulnerable, but we’re 
certainly not disposable,” she said. 

The draft permit is currently 
up for renewal and is in the public 
comment period. A virtual public 
hearing on the draft permit is 
scheduled for May 4 at 6 p.m. People 
can share their comments with the 
NC DAQ at DAQpubliccomments@
ncdenr.gov with the subject line 
“UNC.15B” until May 6 at 5 p.m. 

Twitter: @cameronmilnee

Continued from Page 1
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Gary Richards and Will Zang pose in front of UNC’s coal plant on April 23, 2021.
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DTH/SAURYA ACHARYA
UNC first-year midfielder Cole Herbert (6) cradles the ball at the game against Notre Dame. The Tar Heels’ won 12-10.

By Isaiah Lucas
Staff Writer 

sports@dailytarheel.com

Senior Day is always a special day 
for the athletes, their families and their 
coaches. It is even more special when 
the outcome of the game is a win over 
a higher-ranked conference foe. 

The seniors on the No. 4 North 
Carolina men’s lacrosse team have 
been instrumental in the team’s 
success this season and came up big 
again in Sunday’s 12-10 win over No. 
2 Notre Dame.

Head Coach Joe Breschi spoke to 
the team during its 8:30 a.m. scouting 
report, knowing how important the 
game was to his most veteran players. 

“This game is for the seniors,” 
Breschi said. “It’s one of those where 
you don’t want to talk about each 
individual senior now because I feel 
like there’s so much left on our journey 
and we were just gonna write another 
chapter at two o’clock today.”

Senior William Perry opened things 
up with his first goal of the match and 
his 25th of the season. Junior Nicky 
Solomon notched his 20th goal on the 
season on an assist from junior Henry 
Scherztinger to end the first quarter 
giving the Tar Heels a 2-1 lead.

Midway through the second quarter, 
Henry Scherztinger notched his first 
goal of the game and shortly after, senior 
Chris Gray notched his 38th goal of the 
year. Senior Justin Anderson added his 
name into the scoring column, giving 
the Tar Heels a 5-4 lead at halftime. 

After Notre Dame tied things up 
early in the third quarter, the seniors 
really left their mark on the game by 
helping the team pull ahead again.

The momentum in the game 
seemed to shift when senior Tanner 
Cook scored a man-up goal on an 
assist from junior Jacob Kelly. After 
the goal, the Tar Heels were able to 
tack on three more unanswered goals, 
with seniors scoring two of them.

Gray scored an unassisted goal, for 
his second goal of the game less than a 
minute after Cook’s score. Kelly was then 
able to net his 17th goal of the season. 
Then Anderson capped off the run with 
his second goal of the game and 18th of 
the season off an assist from Gray. 

The lead created during this run 
wasn’t relinquished, and a goal from 
graduate transfer Connor McCarthy 
on an assist from senior Alex Trippi 
helped the Tar Heels end the quarter 
with a 10-7 lead.

Breschi was pleased with his 
team’s performance,  but was 
particularly impressed with what 
he saw during the third quarter 
stretch, especially from junior face-
off midfielder Zac Tucci. 

“The face-offs were a big thing 
we were working on,” Breschi said. 
“Tucci did a wonderful job. I thought 
we handled that well, specifically in 
that third quarter run.”

While Gray, who notched his 
39th goal and 32nd assist of the 
season during the game, was very 
aware of the contributions the 
seniors made in the win, he also 

acknowledged contributions made 
by underclassmen like Tucci.

“I think the underclassmen 
did a great job of playing for the 
upperclassmen, and I think the 
upperclassmen did a great job of 
leading,” he said. “We got a great, 
complete game from everyone. It was 
a nice team win for sure.”

First-year goalkeeper Collin Krieg, 

who had 13 saves, recognized the 
importance of the game. It wasn’t 
only a matchup between two top-five 
teams. It presented a huge opportunity 
to send the seniors off on a positive 
note as their regular season comes to 
a close on Sunday against Duke. 

And both the seniors and 
underclassmen were up to the challenge.

“I feel like every ACC game is a battle, 

so when you win one it is definitely 
a confidence booster,” Krieg said. “It 
proves that your team can beat anybody 
in the country. I consider the ACC a war 
zone: every game you don’t really know 
what the outcome is going to be. So 
anytime you can come out of there with 
a win, it is really just awesome.”

Twitter: @zaylucas824

Men’s lax gets top-five win on Senior Day

UNC signee wins Runner of the Year
By Rithvik Chelasani

Staff Writer 
sports@dailytarheel.com

Parker Wolfe arrived at a high 
school track meet in 2018, having 
recently set a personal record in the 
2-mile. During this day’s race, Wolfe 
would face strong competition from 
a rival who would pass him — but 
undeterred, Wolfe would rally, and 
the two runners would duel back and 
forth the rest of the race. 

By the end of the race, Wolfe would 
finish ahead of his rival. But more 
importantly, he’d shatter his PR from 
the previous week by 25 seconds.

This event embodied who Wolfe 
is as a runner. And this past week, 
Wolfe found out that he had been 
named the Gatorade National Boys 

Cross Country Runner of the Year, an 
award given annually to the top high 
school cross country runner. 

It hasn’t been an easy path for Wolfe, 
though. In July, he tested positive for 
COVID-19 and was sidelined for a 
significant part of summer training.

“I had the worst of the people I 
know that got it. It affected my lungs. 
I had some heart issues from it as 
well. I bounced back a lot faster than I 
thought I would, though,” Wolfe said.

Wolfe would not only bounce back 
from these symptoms and the loss of 
training — he would run away from 
the rest of the field during his senior 
year. He dominated in cross country, 
winning every race in his fall season 
en route to breaking the Colorado 
State Championships record, before 
setting the top 5K time in the country 

to win the RunningLane National 
Cross Country Championships.

“ T hat  was  a  huge  goal  of 
mine coming into the (national 
championships), that’s definitely one 
of my favorite awards until this one,” 
Wolfe said.

Wolfe didn’t come into high school 
imagining that he would become 
the phenom he is now. Though his 
mom ran in college, Wolfe began his 
high school career with his focus set 
mainly on baseball.

“Freshman year came around and I 
didn’t have anything to do in the fall, 
since baseball is a spring sport. And 
my mom recommended cross country 
and I kind of just fell in love with it,” 
Wolfe said. “Then spring rolled around 
and I decided to do track instead, and 
it kind of just went from there.”

Wolfe’s rapid rise from a baseball 
player to one of the nation’s premier 
cross country runners didn’t happen 
by accident. He’s spent his high 
school years in the meticulous 
pursuit of improvement and has 
made leaps each season.

“He took probably 40 seconds 
off of his 5K between sophomore 
and junior year,” Wolfe’s high school 
coach, Ethan Dusto, said. “He’s done 
a whole bunch of really aggressive 
training over the summer, working 
with a bunch of really top-notch guys.

“When you’re coming in running 
like a 17-something minute 5K and 
to be able to just keep taking 45 
seconds off, I’ve never coached an 
athlete that’s been that consistent at 
improving,” Dusto added. 

Wolfe will be expected to make 

an immediate impact on UNC’s 
rising track and field team under 
head coach Chris Miltenberg. Wolfe 
credits Miltenberg and the rest of 
the coaching staff for his decision to 
come to Chapel Hill.

“The coaches are super passionate 
about the sport and about the team and 
they want to win, which is something 
I’m passionate about as well,” Wolfe said.

Since Miltenberg was hired, UNC 
has experienced a renaissance in track 
and field — and Wolfe represents the 
type of high-profile runner that can 
take the program over the top. 

But perhaps more importantly, 
Wolfe works to represent the best in 
top athletes: resilience, a drive to win 
and a constant pursuit of perfection.

Twitter: @DTHSports

DTH FILE/ SAURYA ACHARYA
UNC ‘s Bri Stubbs (27) is tagged out by Notre Dame’s Karina Gaskins (32) 
during the Tar Heels’ 2-1 win against Notre Dame on March 14, 2021.

By Kelly Baker
Staff Writer 

sports@dailytarheel.com

With only four games remaining 
before the ACC Tournament, the 

North Carolina softball team has 
not had the season it had hoped for. 
But despite sitting at 12-23 entering 
the final series, the Tar Heels believe 
they can finish the season strong. 

In addition to navigating the 

pandemic, UNC has been riddled with 
injury woes this season. Two of the 
team’s top players — junior Hannah 
George and senior Brittany Pickett — 
have missed some time on the mound, 
which has forced the Tar Heels to rely 
on less experienced pitchers.

Despite the team’s pitching 
shortage,  Olinger has shown 
tremendous growth in recent games. 
In the team’s most recent series, she 
held No. 22 Duke to just one run in 
five innings in the final game. 

UNC has also continued to 
grow offensively and defensively 
throughout the season, but this 
upward trend has not yet parlayed 
into more wins. The Tar Heels have 
been able to get some early leads 
on teams, but have struggled to 
maintain them in late innings.

“It’s a game of inches, and the 
inches right now aren’t going our way,” 
head coach Donna Papa said. “But our 
team is fighting like heck to get one.” 

Over the last two series against 

Pittsburgh and Duke, UNC blew 
three saves, which led to walk-
off losses. To make a late-season 
turnaround, the team knows it must 
close out games strong.

“While we haven’t been able to 
finish that seventh inning, it proves 
to us that we can get to that seventh 
inning and be winning that ball game,” 
Olinger said. “And the more that we 
create that stamina with the people 
we have in, we can close that out.”

In a year full of health challenges, 
everyone has played a critical role 
on the field this season. A number of 
young players have stepped into key 
positions, which could bolster the 
team’s development moving forward.

Two first-year players, Kiannah 
Pierce and Kayla Baptista, have 
become steady presences in the 
lineup. They are batting .308 and 
.263 respectively. 

“Everyone on the roster has 
needed to contribute in some way, 
shape or form this season,” Baptista 

said. “It’s brought the most out of 
every single player on this team.”

In addition to providing quality 
innings, the Tar Heels have had to 
display high amounts of character 
during this up-and-down season. 
Papa believes that this sense of unity 
has helped the team establish a 
positive culture.

Although the Tar Heels have lost 
nine consecutive games, they are 
hopeful that their hard efforts will 
translate into success in the ACC 
Tournament, which begins on May 
12 in Louisville. 

As UNC closes out the regular 
season and heads into postseason 
play, the team is determined to pull 
out some big wins and not go down 
without a fight.

“I think every game we are just 
trying to go out there and fight 
and prove that we are able to do 
it,” Papa said. 

Twitter: @DTHSports

Softball stays optimistic for postseason play



Defensive youth movement stands out
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UNC sophomore wide receiver Josh Downs (11) prepares to catch a pass during Carolina’s rainy spring game in Kenan Stadium.

By Hunter Nelson
Assistant Sports Editor

sports@dailytarheel.com

Offense wins games, defense wins 
championships.

In the first two years of head coach 
Mack Brown’s second stint, the North 
Carolina football team has seemingly 
already figured out the first step 
of that equation. Record-breaking 
offensive performances helped 
catapult the team from the basement 
of the ACC into conversations of a 
conference title, which UNC hasn’t 
won since 1980. 

On the other hand, the defensive side 
of the ball has been much more puzzling. 
In the early stages of the 2020 season, 
many opposing offenses ran roughshod 
to give UNC fans a harsh reality check 
of where the program stood. 

But as the year went along, the Tar 
Heels began to tighten the screws. 
After allowing a season-high 53 points 
to Wake Forest in a come-from-behind 
win, the defense held three top-10 teams 
mostly in check and was minutes away 
from sealing the school’s first major 
bowl victory in over a half century.

After a series of scrimmages, repeated 
praise from Brown and finally, a strong 
performance in Saturday’s much-
anticipated spring game, it has become 
clear that defensive positions will dictate 
just how far the Tar Heels can go this fall. 

“Six pass rushers we thought were 
really good, and there are two others 
that are close,” Brown said.

One player that took on a bigger role 
at the end of last season was linebacker 
Eugene Asante, who started the Orange 
Bowl in place of NFL Draft-bound Chazz 
Surratt. He parlayed that late-season 
momentum into a dominant performance 
on Saturday, as he attacked both inside 
and outside to collect two sacks. 

Fellow linebacker Desmond Evans 
also turned in a standout performance 
this spring. At 6 feet, 6 inches and 
weighing 265 pounds, Evans always 
had the size and speed to be a force 
coming off the edge. But now, he has 
developed counter moves that allow 
him to break inside and become a 
disruptor in the backfield.

Evans came to UNC in 2020 as the 
No. 2 player the nation, according to 
ESPN, but went through a challenging 
first season in Chapel Hill. 

But after a strong performance this 
spring and a more typical offseason in 
sight, Evans is ready to move forward 
and take the next step. 

“I did OK, but there are a lot of 
things I can do better,” Evans said.

The spring game also allowed some 
early enrollees the chance to play 
meaningful, game-like reps for the 
first time. On Saturday, Brown held 
out linebackers Jeremiah Gemmel 
and Tomon Fox — two of the team’s 

defensive veterans — to ensure that 
younger players could see lots of action. 

Although he should still be a high 
school senior, first-year Jahvaree Ritzie 
displayed his high ceiling by stuffing the 
run on several occasions.

“Jahvaree Ritzie will really help us,” 
Brown said. “I saw him make some plays 
today, and he’s going to help us fast.”

The youth movement continued 
with solid play from the young 
l inebacker  corps,  as  first-year 
linebackers Rara Dillworth and 
Power Echols made one of the most 
noteworthy plays of the afternoon by 
finding a gap in the line and knocking 
down senior running back British 
Brooks for a two-yard loss. 

“It’s great to see those guys get on the 
field and flying around,” Asante said.

If the team hopes to take the next 
step as a program and make a push for 
an ACC title and beyond, the defense 
must continue its renaissance and take 
center stage in critical moments.

Twitter: @nelsonhunter_
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Offense regroups 
after departures
Continued from Page 1

junior running back Josh Henderson’s 
cut to the outside of the line and 
subsequent sprint into the end zone. 
And there was junior wide receiver 
Emery Simmons’ acrobatic 44-yard 
haul over a defensive back.

And while these all may have come 
in unorthodox circumstances, Saturday 
brought the brightest lights the Tar 
Heels will be under this side of Sept. 3. 
And for an inexperienced group of skill 
position players, showing out in spring 
ball provided reassurance that — despite 
departures from Javonte Williams, 
Michael Carter, Dyami Brown and Dazz 
Newsome — the Tar Heels have enough 
depth to reload. 

“Some guys flashed,” head coach 
Mack Brown said. “You really have to 
be careful to make sure that you didn’t 
just see a flash here or a flash there, 
but I do know that there’s a lot of good 
young players on this team.”

There wasn’t much offense to go 
around Saturday, but the moments of 
potential were still there. Downs’ potential 
was on full display in the Orange Bowl, 
where he caught two touchdown passes 
despite having just three receptions 
throughout the season to that point. 

The former four-star recruit was 
impressive once again on Saturday, 
even if it was only in short bursts, 
creating separation off the line and 
winning his one-on-one matchups with 
defensive backs. 

“In the offseason, I really focused on 
getting my hands better and being more 
physical at the top of my rout,” Downs 
said. “I’m a quick guy, and I’ve always 
been quick, but I’m trying to integrate 
more hands and being more physical in 
my routs to get even more open.”

There will be heavy expectations on 
the Tar Heels this fall, and particularly 
on Howell — who will be playing for the 
chance to be next year’s No. 1 pick and 
for a trip to New York for the Heisman 
ceremony. After earning a spot in the 
New Year’s Six, making it back to a 
major bowl will be the least of the 
expectations, and dethroning Clemson 
atop the ACC will be the most of them. 

But for now, just relax. Because in 
spite of expectations, offensive question 
marks and a looming Sept. 3 trip to 
Virginia Tech, for now, all the Tar Heels 
have to do is keep getting better. 

And if the last two years are any 
indication, that’s exactly what they’ll do. 

Twitter: @zachycrain
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UNC makes the most of spring game despite rain
By Ryan Heller

Assistant Sports Editor
sports@dailytarheel.com

A dark gray fog surrounded Kenan 
Memorial Stadium on Saturday 
afternoon. Gusts of wind blew steady 
streams of rain, causing the flags on 
top of the venue to shake. Onlookers 
retreated to whatever covered area 
they could find. The student section 
was mostly bare, leaving a few rows of 
the dance team and a poncho-wearing 
cluster of Marching Tar Heels to 
perform alone. 

And after head coach Mack Brown 
announced the official end of North 
Carolina’s spring football game, he yelled 
over the speakers, “Thank you fans!”

The rainfall couldn’t stop UNC 
from enjoying  i t s  f i rs t  spr ing 
competition in two years. And it 
surely couldn’t stop the spectators 
from filling the soaked seats. 

“I was proud of the fans that 
weathered the awful weather,” Brown 
said. “They did a good job of coming out, 
and they were actually loud and seemed 
to have a good time. That was fun.” 

The precipitation did halt  a 
typically potent offense, creating 
a 14-12 low-scoring contest. Open 
receivers saw footballs slip out 
of their hands, and quarterbacks 
struggled with their grip. 

“Yesterday, a lot of the offense was 
pretty sad when they heard it was 
supposed to rain all day,” sophomore 
wide receiver Josh Downs said. “But 
you still got to play through it. I took 
my gloves off and a lot of the receivers 
took their gloves off and we just worked 
through it. We weren’t going to drop 
any balls.” 

While they did squander a few 
catches, the receivers were able to 
capitalize on the deep ball, a staple 
of the Tar Heels’ offense. Downs and 
the rest of the pass-catchers dove onto 
the field to make several spectacular 
gloveless grabs. 

After exploding past the offensive 
line to team up for a sack, the first-
year duo of Rara Dillworth and Power 
Echols shared a celebration together. 
Linebacker Eugene Asante did the 
same on an earlier drive, triumphantly 
shoulder-bumping his teammate after 

one of his two sacks. 
It was a new experience for the 

Chantilly, Virginia, native. 
“I’m going into my junior season 

and I have never had a spring practice 
before,” Asante said. 

When COVID -19 shut  down 
collegiate sports last spring, he, 
along with the entire North Carolina 
team, was left quarantined at home 
with fewer opportunities to practice. 
And when the 2020 season finally 
commenced, it was in front of either 
no fans or a limited number.

Saturday’s spring game was a 
culmination of both. UNC had all 
spring to train and for the first time 
since 2019 and was planning to play in 
front of more than 11,000 fans. While 
the forecast reduced that number, 
it still provided a small glimpse of a 
more normal 2021 season. 

The heavy rainfall was more of a 
benefit than an issue. 

“Now we’ve had practice for a wet 
day and that’s hard to get,” Brown 
said. “We’ve all taken buckets of 
water and dipped the ball in it to have 
a wet ball and we didn’t have to do 

that today. The weather took care of 
it for us.” 

While the Chapel Hill sky was 
murky,  the future of  the team 
play ing  on  C hris  Smith  Fie ld 
remains bright. 

“It was a great spring. It was a 

very competitive spring,” Asante 
said. “We learned what we bring to 
the table and how we can develop 
upon that and be the best team we 
can be.”

Twitter: @ryanheller23

DTH/YATES MCCONNELL

UNC first-year defensive back Christopher Holliday (18) intercepts a pass intended for sophomore tight end Will Crowley (80) 
during Carolina’s spring football game.

DTH/YATES MCCONNELL
UNC junior quarterback Sam Howell (7) takes the field with junior punter 
Ben Kiernan at Carolina’s rainy spring game on April 24th in Kenan Stadium.Spread by Yates McConnell
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E DITOR’S NOTE: Columns, 
cartoons and letters do not 
necessarily represent the opinions 
of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff.  
Editorials reflect the opinions of The 
Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which 
comprises 15 board members, the 
opinion assistant editor and editor 
and the editor-in-chief.

SPEAK OUT
Interested in writing a letter 
to the editor or submitting an 
op-ed?
• Students: Include your year, 

major and phone number. 
• Faculty/staff: Include your 

department and phone number. 
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, 

clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. 
Limit submissions to 500 words. 

Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com

What is the editorial board?
A group of student journalists who 
meet twice a week. The editorial 
board is independent from The Daily 
Tar Heel’s newsroom.

Editorials are unsigned. They don’t 
reflect the opinion of any one person, 
but rather the consensus of the board 
as a whole.

Just as The Daily Tar Heel itself values 
truth and transparency, the board 
values integrity, accountability, 
creativity and fairness. These values 
shape how we address questions of 
Carolina’s future, past and present.

Preparing for a post-pandemic life
COLUMN

By Rajee Ganesan
Assistant Opinion Editor

With mask and public gathering 
restrictions easing up across the 
United States, public health experts 

have been optimistic about the opportunity for a 
“normal” summer. 

As vaccine distribution continues, these 
limitations are bound to be removed altogether, 
like with the social distancing mandate Gov. Roy 
Cooper is hoping to lift by June 1. 

With these changes, the question arises — 
what is going to be “pandemic-acceptable” this 
summer? Can you board a plane, sip a cider at 
an outdoor bar or have that post-pandemic party 
you’ve been waiting for? 

While many of these questions still don’t have 
concrete answers, public health officials have shed 
light on how we can expect social expectations to 
change as global COVID-19 case numbers begin 
to drop.

What will the summer look like?

The CDC has deemed indoor gatherings (as 
long as everyone is vaccinated) safe. But with 
the weather getting warmer and outdoor events 
being proven to have low transmission rates, you 
can likely have that barbecue or go on a picnic 
with your friends. 

You can also expect to be able to start eating 
indoors at bars and restaurants — but be ready to 
see and partake in an increase in outdoor dining 

and drinking.
And if you’re feeling cabin fever (and after 

more than a year in quarantine, who could 
blame you?), vacation spots within driving 
distance that offer outdoor activities, such as 
beaches or mountains, are going to be a safe bet. 

Maintaining a safe distance from other 
people will still be important until the majority 
of the population is able to get immunized, but 
odds will be in your favor when it comes to a 
summer road trip and lying out in the sun.

What are we going to have to wait for?

While vaccinated people have been given the 
green light to attend indoor gatherings, there is 
still concern regarding what transmission could 
look like for those who haven’t been immunized. 

This applies to children who haven’t met the 
vaccine age requirement, or people who may 
have allergic reactions or preexisting conditions 
that prevent them from receiving their shot.

Large gatherings, such as music festivals, 
concerts and sporting events, will probably still be 
invite-only or run at a smaller capacity to reduce 
liability and risk. 

It may be a while — potentially 2022 — until 
we can see the return of these events in full swing.

Additionally, travel is still up in the air; 
countries such as Canada have yet to lift their 
travel restrictions, even for people who have 
been vaccinated. 

And with different nations experiencing 
different levels of success with vaccination rollout 

and pandemic control, it’s likely that your dream 
trip to Europe will have to wait another couple 
of months.

What will next year look like?

With the United States moving through 
vaccine distribution, we can hope to see the 
return of fully packed football games and 
concert venues sometime in the later months 
of 2021. 

International travel, especially long-haul 
leisure trips and vacations, will rise toward the 
end of 2021 but likely will not return to normal 
levels until the spring of next year. 

And while everyone is waiting to throw away 
those masks we’ve stockpiled, experts suggest that 
we will not see indoor mask mandates removed 
until sometime in 2022. 

Furthermore, according to Pfizer’s CEO, 
individuals will likely need a booster shot of 
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine within a year (and 
potentially an annual shot for every year after). 
The same goes for the Moderna vaccine. 

This is to mitigate risks raised by emerging 
variant strains of SARS-CoV-2, such as the 
B.1.1.7 variant that the United Kingdom is 
currently dealing with.

Regardless, the end of the pandemic seems 
to be on the horizon and is propagated by the 
potential for a summer that can be spent (safely) 
outside the comfort of our own homes.

Twitter: @rajeeganesan
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UNC has a diversity problem

By Aditi Kharod
Editorial Board Member

A few days ago, I suddenly 
realized I  have never 
taken a French class at 

UNC with more than two other 
people of color.

I came to this realization when 
one of my professors told the class 
that our Zoom room was a safe 
space to work through our feelings 
about the Derek Chauvin trial if 
anyone needed to. No one in the 
class spoke up. 

It is worth noting that our class 
has no Black students — the racial 
makeup of the class is three Asian 
people, including me, and about 15 
white people.

W h i l e  I  a p p r e c i a t e d  o u r 
extraordinarily kind professor 
bringing up the trial, the question 
arose for me: do we really need a 
safe space if everyone in the space is 
already safe? 

And what about the Black 
students in other classes who may 
have been told that the classroom is 
a safe space, but do not actually feel 
safe in the classroom?

In the other, smaller French class 
I am taking this semester, every one 
of my classmates is white. 

(My best friend, who, like me, 
is South Asian, withdrew from the 
class a few weeks into the semester. 
But in the single session where we 
were both present, our professor 
confused the two of us for each 
other. It should go without saying 
that we don’t look anything alike.)

In this same class, we discuss 
religion and colonialism. This 
remains one of the few classes I have 
ever taken in the French department 
that explicitly discusses race, which 
isn’t surprising, considering the 
French are so averse to talking about 
race that it is actually illegal for the 
government to collect data about the 
race and ethnic origin of its citizens.

But the French department is not 
the only department with this issue. 

Many of the classes I have taken 
at UNC — predominantly in the 
social sciences, since that includes 
my major — are seriously lacking 
in diversity. 

N e a r l y  6 0  p e r c e n t  o f 
undergraduates at this University 
identify as white — and the share 
of white students further increases 
a m o n g  U N C ’s  g ra d u at e  a n d 
professional schools.

In lecture-based courses, one 
could argue that this doesn’t matter 
much. But in discussion-based 
courses, the diversity of experience 
of our classmates is paramount.

The term “diversity of experience” 
is often implicitly juxtaposed with 
“racial diversity” as a complement or 
a substitute: in other words, it’s OK 
if there isn’t much racial diversity, 
because our students have a lot of 
diversity of experience. 

But these two terms do not have 
to be mutually exclusive.

It is true that racial diversity 
isn’t everything. It is also essential 
that a student body is composed 
of people of diverse ages, genders, 
sexual orientations, nationalities 
and disabilities. 

But existence as a person of color 
is an experience that informs our 
worldview, and, consequently, lends 
important nuance to the conversations DTH/HELEN MCGINNIS

Here’s what you can expect going forward

Mere “diversity of 
experience” is not 

enough in the classroom.

we have in discussion-based classes.
Of course, there is a fragile 

line between asking people in 
marginalized communities to share 
personal experiences in class and 
forcing those students to perform 
emotional labor by explaining 
racism to their clueless peers. 

I t  i s  u n c o m f o r t a b l e  a n d 
exhausting to constantly debate 
racism and colonization with white 
people, some of whom remain 
convinced that not all slaves were 
unhappy and colonialism was a net 
good. (These are both opinions I 
have heard expressed by different 
people in different classes.)

And it is difficult to convince 
students of color — particularly 
Black students — to share their 
experiences (or enroll in this 
school) when the University is 
not committed to ensuring these 
students’ safety.

When Silent Sam was st i l l 

a  f i x t u r e  o n  c a m p u s ,  a n d 
protests against its continued 
p r e s e n c e  p r o v o k e d  a r m e d 
white supremacists to come to 
campus and threaten protesters, 
the student body received no 
notification from Alert Carolina 
— despi te  the  fac t  that  the 
system is meant specifically to 
inform students about dangerous 
situations on campus. Weapons 
a r e  p r o h i b i t e d  o n  c a m p u s , 
but UNC Police let the armed 
individuals off with just a warning.

T h i s  i s  j u s t  o n e  o f  m a ny 
examples of UNC deprioritizing 
the safety of Black students and 
other students of color. 

In order to feel safe having 
discussions about race in class, 
students of color need to actually 
be safe on campus. 

Only then will class discussions 
truly encompass our student body’s 
full diversity of experience.
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On Monday, the University 
registrar’s office will release 
the official listing of classes 

for the upcoming fall semester on 
Connec tCaro l ina .  T his  comes  in 
preparation for class registration, which 
will begin on June 1. 

For those of us who love planning 
for classes more than we enjoy actually 
taking them, this period of time each 
semester is usually devoted to the 
creation of the perfect schedule.

And for many, the day we register for 
classes can lead to a lot of stress. 

Every semester, some students find 
themselves looking at their shopping 
cart on ConnectCarolina and seeing that 
every class they wanted to take now has a 
blue square next to it rather than a green 
circle. Or that, somehow, every single one 
of the classes they need (or want) to take 
is at the exact same time. 

There is a lot of pressure surrounding 
class registration, and almost everyone 
has a registration-related horror story. 
International students and students 
studying abroad sometimes have to 
register in the middle of the night due to 
time zone differences, and students find 
camaraderie in complaining about their 
terrible registration times.

In order to ease the pressure of 
registration this year, the Editorial Board 
has compiled some tips for a peaceful 
registration appointment:

Don’t stress too much about your 
registration time.

Your assigned registration date and time 
are determined by how many terms you 
have been in residence at UNC. The later 
you register, the less time you’ve spent at 
UNC — and, consequently, the more time 

you still have left. 
So if you don’t get that class you really 

wanted this semester, it will almost 
certainly be offered again later, and you 
can take it then!

If you don’t get your preferred 
schedule on registration day, wait 
it out.

People drop and add classes starting on 
registration day all the way into the first 
week of classes. So, chances are that even if 
you don’t get all the classes you want on the 
day you register, you will get most (if not 
all) of those classes by FDOC. Be patient!

Have a backup plan.

If the classes you really want close, there 
is a pretty good chance they will open up 
again. But you should have a contingency 
plan in case they don’t. 

Don’t put all your eggs in one basket 
— try utilizing planning tools like 
Coursicle or the Schedule Planner on 
ConnectCarolina to make a few backup 
schedules so you’re fully prepared. 

Choose at least one class that is 
easy, has a nice professor and/
or discusses a subject you are 
genuinely interested in.

College is hard. In the midst of keeping 
up with the seemingly endless problem 
sets, essays and exams the professors in 
your required classes assign, having one 
actually interesting class with a lenient 
professor or no exams can feel like a breath 
of fresh air. You deserve it!

Twitter: @dthopinion

The dos and don’ts of 
vintage shopping

Tips for a stress-free 
class registration

EDITORIAL

By Ana Sofia Thomas
Columnist

A couple of my friends have always 
been vintage and thrift shopping 
enthusiasts. They show up with the 

cutest shoes and jackets found at local thrift 
stores, so recently, I decided it was time to 
get into it as well. Not only is it much more 
sustainable to keep these clothes out of the 
landfills, but there are also a lot of gems to 
be found. 

Or so I thought. 
Don’t get me wrong, those gems are 

definitely out there. It’s just a lot more 
complicated to find them than the casual 
social media influencer might make it seem. 

From the very beginning, finding a good 
thrift store can already be complicated. Then 
there’s the searching, and don’t get me started 
on the millions of ethical considerations to 
take into account.

The first time I decided to brave the 
process, I did so on a whim and found 
myself less than prepared. You don’t find 
those awesome pieces immediately — it 
takes hours of sifting in order to get to that 
precious one percent. If every hanger isn’t 
looked through, you may very well miss that 
perfect occasion dress. 

Another thing I learned is that if you’re like 
me and you have zero sewing skills, you’ll be 
at a bit of a disadvantage. Not having these 
skills really limits your ability to alter the 
clothes you find. 

You might not have the luxury of sizing up 
or down and then making alterations, unless 
you have extra money to get them tailored or 
a generous friend is willing to do it for you. 

But the ethics of buying clothes in a 

different size is questionable. Some petite 
women on TikTok have recently come under 
fire for taking clothes a couple sizes bigger 
than their own and altering them into two-
piece sets. 

One commenter pointed out that cute 
clothes in bigger sizes are already scarce in 
thrift stores. When someone smaller buys 
these pieces to flip into something else, the 
options left behind for those who actually wear 
that size are minimal. 

Another  sel f- identi fied plus-s ized 
commenter suggested that upcycling big 
T-shirts, which are less wearable, is fine. 
However, when it comes to the “rare gems” 
that are harder to find, smaller shoppers 
should be considerate and leave them be for 
the next plus-sized shopper. 

A point of contention in the second-hand 
shopping community is that it takes resources 
away from people who might need access to 
more affordable clothing. The prices found 
at popular stores, such as Goodwill, are 
something people of lower incomes may 
depend on. 

When wealthier customers make the 
decision to use those resources rather than 
shop at more expensive stores, access to these 
resources decreases for people who depend 
on them.

Customers should keep this in mind where 
they are sourcing their second-hand clothing. 
Avoiding shopping in areas frequented by 
lower-income customers could help to keep 
those resources available for them.

Ho w e v e r,  t h e s e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a n d 
considerations don’t make vintage and thrift 
shopping less worth it. Especially in the case 
of thrift shops, leftover pieces will often end up 
in landfills, unwanted and polluting. 

We should continue to make an effort to 
reuse clothing and give it a second life. Just 
keep these things in mind, and be prepared 
the next time you decide to give thrifting 
a try.

“It’s always important to center self-care during this time.”
Sarah Fitzgerald,

from the Office of Student Wellness, speaking about efforts to promote student wellness before finals

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“Nope. You are only as important as your GPA”
@kilajive,

responding to a DTH article about academic pressure, on Twitter

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
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Old North State stories: The wampus 
By Michael Beauregard

Columnist

The year 1931 was not an ideal time 
to be living in rural North Carolina. 
Not only was the Great Depression in 

full swing, but for the people of Western North 
Carolina, a great beast was wreaking havoc. 

Residents complained of a foul creature 
terrorizing their livestock, and giving off gut-
wrenching shrieks. This beast would come to 

be known by the local press as the “wampus.”  
Now, you may be wondering to yourself: 

What the hell is a wampus? According to 
Merriam-Webster, a wampus is, “a strange, 
objectionable or monstrous person or thing.” 
But for our purposes, a wampus is a large 
beast, usually described as being cat-like and 
horrifically destructive.

The first mention of the mountain wampus 
comes from The Citizen-Times, Asheville, in 
the spring of 1931. According to the paper’s 

March 27, 1931 issue, citizens from the village 
of Conover (near Hickory) had formed a 
posse to catch a “phantom creature,” which 
had allegedly killed three local dogs. 

Shortly thereafter, what was now being 
called a “wampus” had struck again — a local 
farmer complained that the creature had 
killed one of his hogs. Another local alleged 
that the creature was not a wampus, but the 
“Iredell Santer.”

The Iredell Santer had first been described 
in 1890 as a terrifying creature that ate 
several local farm animals. Some speculated 
that it was a cougar, but the townspeople 
came to the conclusion that it was the Santer, 
a similar beast.

After dismissing the wampus as a hoax 
for months, area police chief Tom Kerr was 
awoken one night by cries that the beast was 
terrorizing a local resident’s chickens. A few 
days earlier, local resident Walter Cutting 
placed a $5 bounty on the wampus’ head, and 
Officer Charlie Rumple, by God, was going to 
collect it. But he feared the creature, with the 
Landmark reporting:

“The more he thought of Mr. Walter 
Cutting’s $5 the more he wanted to arrest 
the wampus alive, but the more he thought 
of arresting the wampus the less he thought 
of five dollars.”

As it turned out, however, the wampus was 
not the one ravaging the chickens. 

A week and a half later, the wampus’ 
screams were heard in nearby Elmwood. 

Just shortly after that, on Sept. 2, 1931, the 
wampus reappeared. 

According to the Landmark, local resident 
W.B. Crowson returned from a movie to find, 
“$25 to $30 of his blooded chickens ... slain” 
in an apparent wampus attack. The assault 
apparently freaked out Crowson’s cow.

On Sept. 8, the Landmark made what many 
likely saw as the last declaration concerning the 
wampus: “The Wampus is Dead — Long Live 
the Wampus.” Local resident Frank Crawford 
had apparently tracked down the fearsome 
creature to a dense patch of woods west of 
Statesville. There, he slew the beast “with 
thunderous blows,” according to the paper.

On Sept. 15, the Landmark reported that 
a local man had thought a wampus was 
rummaging through his shed full of damaged 
pianos, when in reality it was just a stray cat. 
In late October, the wampus was spotted 
picking a fight with some dogs in Shiloh. 
Around Thanksgiving, it had allegedly killed 
a number of hens in Iredell County.

Wampus sightings would continue for the 
next few years. In 1937, a “wampus kind of 
animal” was even killed by a local resident. 
Mentions of the wampus peaked in the mid 
1930s, and tapered off as years went by. 

But who knows? Maybe the wampus still 
lurks in the woods of central North Carolina, 
waiting to maul hens, harass churchgoers or 
even stomp around on some pianos. 

Twitter: @themikenaean
A depiction of the terrifying “Iredell Santer” from the Sepy. 4, 1890 issue of the Statesville 
Landmark. Photo courtesy of the Statesville Landmark. 

Thrift shopping can be fun, 
but be sure to keep these 

things in mind.
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Strawberries wait to be bought at Jean’s Neighborhood Market in Apex. Strawberry picking is popular in the springtime.

By Caroline Kelly
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

It’s that time of the year again: 
strawberry season. 

These Triangle farms have 
strawberry picking opportunities, 
and from Chapel Hill, you can drive 
to them in less than 30 minutes.  

Eno River Farm – Hillsborough

Pick strawberries along the Eno 
River at Eno River Farm, about a 
30-minute drive from UNC. The 
farm is open Monday through 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and 
Friday through Sunday from 9 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. 

Check the Eno River Farm’s 
Facebook for updates on their 
“ p i c k  y o u r  o w n”  s t r aw b e r r y 
picking availability. 

Eno River Farm also sells wholesale 
berries and homemade ice cream — 
contact info@enoriverfarms.com for 
pricing inquiries. 

The farm expects blueberry and 
blackberry fields to open in June. 

Waller Family Farm – Durham

The strawberry fields at Waller 
Family Farm in Durham will be 

open soon — the fields usually open 
every year around April 28. 

The farm will be open Monday 
through Saturday from 8 a.m. to 
7 p.m. 

Mark Waller, owner of the Waller 
Family Farm, said their operation 
has adapted minor changes to follow 
all suggested CDC guidelines for this 
strawberry season, which normally 
runs from late April until early-to-
mid June. 

“We ask everybody that comes 
to bring a mask,” Waller said. “We 
will have multiple hand-washing 
stations, we have Plexiglas up and 
this year, our employees you’ll see 
this year will be vaccinated.”

Waller said that the farm, which 
is 2.5 acres in size, allows for 
customers to find an area where 
they feel safe and are away from 
other visitors. 

“It’s what I do for a living,” Waller 
said. “I don’t buy or resell, and we’ve 
been here since 1940. We were 
tobacco, then transitioned over to 
vegetables and strawberries, and 
now we just do strawberries.”

Page Farms – Raleigh 

About a 25-minute drive from 
UNC’s campus, Page Farms in Raleigh 
is open Monday through Saturday 

A ‘berry’ good guide to spring picking
STRAWBERRY SEASON

Grant goes to help kitten fostering program
ORANGE COUNTY ANIMAL SERVICES

SPRING ACTIVITIES

Explore Chapel Hill’s parks and trails this spring
By Will Weider

Staff Writer 
city@dailytarheel.com

With spring comes sunnier, 
br ighter  days .  As  COVID -19 
restrictions lift across the state, 
there are still several safe outdoor 
activities to enjoy the spring weather. 

1. Greenways

There are 12 miles of trails in 
Chapel Hill. These dog-friendly 
trails are connected to a variety of 
parks and other open spaces great 
for picnics, throwing a football or 
getting some fresh air.  

“I’ve been walking the greenways, 
and a lot of the greenways lead you into 
open spaces,” “Outside the Carrboro 

Century Center, we have open grass 
where you can bring a blanket and 
picnic dinner or picnic lunch, which 
is very safe because you can separate 
yourself out from other families.”  

2. Carolina North Forest

UNC’s Carolina North Forest 
is  located on North Campus, 
sandwiched between Carrboro and 
Chapel Hill. There are a variety of 
trails for a mix of uses, including a 
paved trail for bikes, wide trails for 
all-purpose use and natural trails for 
mountain biking and running. 

3. Umstead Park

Near Bolin Creek, Umstead Park 
offers a woodland setting near the 

center of Chapel Hill. In the grassy, 
level area next to the parking lot, 
there is a large playground, along 
with swings, volleyball courts and 
picnic tables. It is also home to a 
half-mile trail that surrounds the 
south end of the park.

4. Southern Community Park 

C h a p e l  H i l l ’ s  S o u t h e r n 
Community Park has athletic fields, 
basketball courts, a 2-acre dog park 
and even pickleball courts. 

UNC student Jace Daugherty said 
he enjoys the park’s disc golf course. 

“It provides me a space away from 
technology, in a place where I can 
relax and be with friends,” Daugherty 
said. “I played casually in high school 
and had a ton of fun, so I was excited 

when I found courses near Chapel 
Hill.”

5. Eno River State Park

Eno River State Park in Durham 
offers free guided nature tours 
alongside park rangers. Upcoming 
tours like “Explore the Eno” offer 
nature-based learning, taking 
residents for a hike down the scenic 
Cox Mountain Trail.

6. N.C. Botanical Garden

The N.C. Botanical Garden, 
located on Old Mason Farm Road 
in Chapel Hill, has lots of beautiful 
open space and offers a variety of 
activities including nature hikes 
and yoga. There’s an 88-acre forest 

behind the display garden, with the 
Piedmont Nature Trails running 
alongside Morgan Creek. 

If you don’t want to step off UNC’s 
campus, try Coker Arboretum, a 
5-acre space that has several open, 
shady lawns surrounded by a variety 
of flowers, trees and shrubs.

7. Carrboro Farmers’ Market

Early spring is an exciting time to 
visit your local farmers market. It’s 
full of fresh fruits and veggies, and a 
great trip to support local businesses 
and spend time with friends. The 
Carrboro Farmers’ Market is open 
Saturdays from 7 a.m. to noon, and 
Wednesdays from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Twitter: @WillWeider 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ORANGE COUNTY ANIMAL SERVICES
Scarlett Lucas and Tiani Schifano are employees at Orange County Animal 
Service’s animal shelter which recently received a $25,000 grant from PetCo.

By Cloris Huan
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

Orange County Animal Services 
recently received a $25,000 grant 

from the nonprofit Petco Love 
that will help fund its kitten foster 
program to improve the kittens’ 
medical care and socialization. 

The grant, announced April 12, will 
go toward necessary medical care, 

such as medication and vaccinations, 
for kittens in the program. Along 
with increased socialization, fostering 
helps reduce the infection and 
transmission of diseases between 
kittens, like upper respiratory 
infections and intestinal parasites.

Jennifer Perez, a Petco Love 
communication specialist, said the 
grant is part of the Animal Welfare 
Organizations grant cycle.

“The investment in Orange County 
Animal Services is one of the hundreds 
of other investments that we’ve made 
to animal welfare organizations across 
the country so that we can create a 
future in which no pet is unnecessarily 
euthanized,” Perez said. 

Tenille Fox, the communication 
specialist at Orange County Animal 
Services, said when applying for the 
grant in late 2020, OCAS had seen 
more kittens in foster care than ever 
before — in part due to COVID-19 
increasing the need to keep animals 
out of shelters. 

“We’ve kind of tweaked our foster 
program to help during COVID,” Fox 
said. “Which means more kittens going 
into this program rather than going 
through our shelter if at all possible.”

The Orange County Animal 
Services kitten foster program was 
started in 2017, aimed to help kittens 
that are too young to be spayed or 
neutered and adopted. Many of these 
kittens come during “kitten season,” 
from spring through early winter, 
when there is an influx of pregnant 
cats and kitten litters. 

Fox said with the grant from Petco 
Love, OCAS is looking to grow the 
kitten foster program.

She said OCAS would like to 
encourage foster homes to be more 
involved by participating in meet-
and-greet sessions and other activities. 
She said this is because foster parents 
often provide valuable insight into the 
kittens’ behaviors and personalities.

UNC first-year Maya Rampel 
volunteered at OCAS in middle 

school and fostered four kittens with 
her family during her junior year of 
high school. 

Rampel said fostering encourages 
socialization, which increases the 
animals’ chances of being adopted 
and provides additional benefits. 

“I think fostering, in general, is 
better for the welfare of animals,” 
Rampel said. “The environment of a 
shelter, however nice the shelter is, is 
not really suitable for domesticated 
animals or the best environment.” 

Perez said Petco Love invests 
in programs dedicated to creating 
productive, effective and innovative 
ways to make lifesaving impacts in 
their communities. She said the OCAS 
foster program encapsulates this. 

“What’s great about this program 
is it’s all about fostering,” Perez said. 
“Foster programs are absolutely 
essential to saving the lives of pets 
in communities across the nation.” 

Twitter: @DTHCityState

from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Sunday 
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. These hours may 
fluctuate due to strawberry availability 
depending on weather conditions and 
customer volume. 

Customers are given a bucket 
upon arrival that they can fill. Pre-
picked strawberries are also available. 

Danny Page, owner of Page Farms, 
said the farm runs a 95 percent “you-
pick” operation. 

P a g e  s a i d  r o w s  w h e r e 
c ustomers  pick  s trawberr ies 
wil l  be spaced out for  social 
distancing, and the farm is taking 
other COVID-19 precautions. 

“We got hand-washing stations 
and hand sanitizers  around, 
Plexiglas between us and customers, 
and we took all the signs down for 
pictures,” Page said. “You can’t have 
any contact with anything like that.”

Twitter: @DTHCityState
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Indian and Southern cuisines unite for activism

DTH/IRA WILDER
Vimala Rajendran poses outside of her restaurant on Monday, April 19, 2021.

By Ira Wilder
Staff Writer

city@dailytarheel.com

In a bustling Franklin Street kitchen, a restaurant 
matriarch works alongside her staff to prepare 
innumerable dishes for the lunch rush. 

Her name is Vimala Rajendran. Her most recent 
culinary venture began when she started serving meals off 
of her front porch in 2009 before the Orange County Health 
Department shut down her 1,500-customer operation.

However, Rajendran transformed her underground 
culinary enterprise into a Chapel Hill staple: Vimala’s 
Curryblossom Café, which offers both Indian and 
Southern cuisine, like samosas and southern biscuits.

Rajendran is an immigrant from Kerala, India and first 
moved to the U.S. in the early 1980s with her husband. 
When her first marriage ended in 1994, Rajendran’s 
dependent spouse visa was invalidated. She faced a decision 
— return to India with three children, or figure out how to 
earn a living in Chapel Hill with no government support. 

“When I became a single mother, and a parent who 
had to raise the three children with no child support, 
alimony, public assistance or permission to work, I 
started cooking out of my home,” she said. 

Dinners at her house gained massive popularity over 
time. She began to cater various events, which allowed 
her to gain recognition. 

After the Orange County Health Department shut her 
down in 2009, she soon acquired a permanent restaurant 
space downtown, which is celebrating its 11th anniversary 
this May. Rajendran said her customers raised about 
$80,000 to help her purchase the restaurant.

“In March, we got the key,” she said. “In May, we 
opened the doors.”

Rajendran regrets the restaurant was unable to celebrate 
its 10th anniversary because of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Still, the restaurant continues to exercise caution 
against the virus. Much of its business is take-out, and 
dining is available only in the outdoor courtyard. 

Rajendran’s vigilance around the virus is a small 
testament to her commitment to the community. 

Rajendran is the founder of the Curryblossom 
Foundation, a nonprofit organization dedicated to  
environmental justice, farmworker rights and restaurant 
worker rights. This foundation is a reflection of Rajendran’s 
belief that “delicious, wholesome food is a human right,” 
according to its website. 

Under her direction, the Curryblossom Foundation 
has donated 100 quarts of food to the Refugee Support 
Center in Carrboro and 1,600 meals to local hospitals. A 
collaboration between Vimala’s and the Marian Cheek 
Jackson Center provides food for elders across Northside 

neighborhood in Chapel Hill.  
“I just believe that injustice anywhere even in the 

smallest of places leaves the whole community in a place 
of deprivation,” Rajendran said. “The Curryblossom 
Foundation was set up mainly to be a fiscal sponsor for 
felt needs in the community.” 

Rajendran is also a founding member of RAISE, 
Restaurants Advancing Industry Standards in Employment. 
Through this organization, she has advocated for restaurant 
workers’ rights – base pay at Vimala’s is $12/hour plus tips, 
compared to an industry standard of $2.13/hour. Workers 
also eat meals cost-free during their shift. The restaurant 
does not pursue profit, only to break even. 

Emma Flanagan, who has worked at the Café for three 
years, said Rajendran creates a healthy working environment. 

“I have rarely met a person who knows so clearly what 
they want and who is so good at getting it out of people,” 
Flanagan said. “Vimala will figure out what you’re good 
at, and put you there.” 

Rajendran was born in Kerala, India but spent much 
of her childhood and young adult life in Mumbai. There, 
she developed a passion for food and fresh produce. 

“I was drawn to food, whether it was growing or 
available to cook,” Rajendran said. “Produce always 
excited me, especially to watch it grow or to be piled up 
on the side of the street for sale.” 

Rajendran believes that delicious food starts with 
high-quality, ethically-sourced, local ingredients. 

“We will intentionally develop relationships with 
farmers and other businesses who are like-minded, who 
are into sustainability,” Rajendran said. “Even when I 
make a southern biscuit, I like it with North Carolina-
grown wheat.” 

She said she also uses North Carolina-grown wheat to 
make her famous samosas, which she considers to be her 
most signature dish. Her samosas are fried pastries filled 
with either potato and peas or beef, cabbage and peas.

Though her culinary approach is traditional, her 
menu changes seasonally. 

Rhea Jaisinghani is Indian-American and a senior at 
UNC. She has frequented Vimala’s during her time at UNC 
and said she has appreciated the dynamic yet traditional 
cuisine there. She said one of her favorite new things at the 
restaurant was the mint chutney she dipped samosas in.  

“(Rajendran) said she put granny smith apples in them, 
which is wild, and it made the texture a little thicker and 
it elevated the taste and added a bit of pungency to it,”  
Jaisinghani said. 

Rajendran brings the Chapel Hill community together 
around social activism and a passion for tasty food. The café’s 
business motto says it best — “Vimala cooks, everyone eats.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

timeline will stand for East Franklin 
Street, though.

“On East Franklin Street, it’s still 
a topic of discussion,” he said. “Some 
businesses really love (outdoor seating 
and extended sidewalks), others 
love it less. So the (North Carolina 
Department of Transportation) might 
put pressure to reopen that street 
differently, at least by August 2021.”

In September, Four Corners Grille 
on East Franklin Street opened a deck 
on the sidewalk for extended seating. 

“I don’t think I’m exaggerating 
when I say five out of seven days a 
week, somebody makes a positive 
compliment about how much they 
enjoy sitting outside on the street and 
eating,” Kristian Bawcom, the owner 
of Four Corners Grille, said. “It has 
definitely been a game changer for us.”

Bawcom said that although the deck 
has proved positive for business, he 
understands it may not be permanent. 

“It was an expense to throw that out 
there; it wasn’t a couple dollars,” he said. 
“But the Town has done a really nice job 

of just paying attention to other cities 
and trying to follow the lead on things 
that are working and pull away from 
things that aren’t working. So if they say 
it’s time to take it down, we’ll do it.”

Robert Poitras, the owner of 
Carolina Brewery on West Franklin, 
has advocated to make patio extensions 
on West Franklin Street — like the one 
at Carolina Brewery — permanent to 
both the Town and the NCDOT.

“The reason why is that it’s working,” 
he said. “Secondly, customers have 
come to expect it. And thirdly, we’ve 

invested a lot of money now in planters, 
heaters and new furniture. It’s a big 
investment for us to spend money 
during COVID to help our business.”

Poitras said customers have sought 
outdoor space with separation and 
clean air.

 “It brings the energy, and to take 
that away would be a real hit for 
businesses.”

Regardless, all three owners said 
they’ve appreciated the work the 
Town and CHDTP have done to keep 
businesses afloat. Gladdek said they 

are doing their best to make sure 
outdoor dining will be possible well 
into the future after so many business 
closures since COVID-19.

Outdoor and extended seating, 
Bawcom said, have invigorated 
downtown Chapel Hill. 

“Outdoor dining could maybe 
make East Franklin Street the 
downtown destination spot all over 
again,” he said. “Like it was way back 
in the day.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Downtown restaurants ask for sidewalk seating

DTH/IRA WILDER 
“I was drawn to food ... Produce always excited me, especially to watch it grow 
or to be piled up on the side of the street for sale,” said  Vimala Rajendran.

DTH/IRA WILDER
Vimala’s Curryblossom Café’s motto, “Vimala cooks, everyone eats,”  reflects the founder’s commitment to her craft. 

DTH/IRA WILDER
Vimala Rajendran is the chef and founder of Vimala’s Curryblossom Café in 
Chapel Hill. She tends to the multitude of pots on the stove top on April 19.

FRANKLIN STREET BUSINESSES | VIMALA’S CURRYBLOSSOM CAFE

Continued from Page 1
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‘Mortal Kombat’ !lm faithfully adapts game

PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS./TNS
Hiroyuki Sanada, left, as Scorpion/Hanzo Hasashi and Joe Taslim as Sub-Zero/Bi-Han in the action film “Mortal Kombat.”

COLUMN: MOVIE REVIEW

By Noah Robert Houser
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

“Mortal Kombat” is exactly the 
violent, nostalgic movie I expected 
it to be. 

The adaptation of the popular 
video game series is the latest 
production under the HBO Max and 
Warner Brothers deal and is currently 
playing on the streaming platform 
and in theaters simultaneously. 

I think the modern remake is 
better than the older two movies, 
“Mortal Kombat” and “Mortal 
Kombat: Annihilation,” which 
were released in 1995 and 1997, 
respectively. Those films have 
a certain charm to them, with 
outdated effects and unrealistic 
combat scenes. 

The newest movie outdoes the 
older movies in some aspects, 
though not without its own faults.

The plot is as bland and basic as 
any other summer sci-fi blockbuster: 
the chosen one, Cole Young, must 
fulfill the prophecy and save the 
world from the forces of evil. 

But let’s be honest, people did 

not come to this movie for an 
Oscar-worthy story, it’s all about 
the nostalgia and the violence, 
and “Mortal Kombat” does not 
disappoint. Iconic tropes from 
the video games — like move 
spamming,  f lawless  v ic tories 
and fatalities — are generously 
referenced and joked about, which 
elevates the overall movie. 

The film’s willingness to joke about 
the ridiculousness of the lore and the 
universe is something I appreciate.

In addition to the nostalgic 
references, the score is mostly 
refurbished versions of the original 
EDM soundtrack from the 1995 
movie, piling more nostalgia on top 
of the constant references.

While I enjoyed the violence in 
the movie, it seemed redundant in 
light of the John Wick franchise, 
which has a similar gimmick but 
did it better.

The problem at the core of 
the movie comes from the tonal 
dissonance between the heroic 
characters and the actions they take. 
For example, Jax gained his power 
by saving his friend, then afterward 
brutally murders one of the villains, 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALAN KARCHMER
University of Virginia Memorial to Enslaved Laborers, Höweler + Yoon, Eto 
Otitigbe. Otitigbe will be giving a virtual lecture on Thursday Apr. 29, 2021.

By Maggie Dunn
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

New York-based polymedia artist 
Eto Otitigbe was selected as this 
semester’s Hanes Visiting Artist and 
offered a virtual lecture to the UNC 
community on Thursday. 

Every semester since 1983, the 
Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture 
Committee has invited a series of 
prominent artists to speak to the 
UNC community. 

Otitigbe got his start by studying 
mechanical engineering at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

“Engineering got me interested in 
design,” Otitigbe said. “Then design got 
me interested in art. Today, I pull from 
my education and experience in these 
fields to inform my creative practice.”

After graduating from MIT, 
Otitigbe studied product design at 
Stanford University and creative 
practice from the University of 
Plymouth. He now works as an 
assistant professor of sculpture in the 
art department at Brooklyn College 

and as the director of the Turnbull 
Gallery in New York.

His work has been featured in 
exhibits across the globe, such as “Bronx 
Calling: The Second AIM Biennial.”

Gesche Würfel, an assistant 
professor in the UNC Department of 
Art and Art History, chose Otitigbe to 
speak because of his contribution to 
the Memorial to Enslaved Laborers 
at the University of Virginia. 

“I met Eto about two years ago 
at a residency at MASS MoCA in 
southern Massachusetts, and I 
was very impressed with his work,” 
Würfel said. “We stayed in touch, 
and I decided to invite him because 
I think the memorial and his work 
are very moving.”

Würfel said she finds Otitigbe’s 
work to be especially interesting 
due to its interdisciplinary and 
thoughtful nature.

“The ways that he addresses issues 
of race, technology and power in his 
work that includes sculpture, public 
art, installation and performance 
are deeply thought through,” Würfel 
said. “The viewer has to spend time 

exploring the piece, and his intention 
is not obvious at first sight.”

UNC first-year Erin Rogers 
attended the event to learn about 
Otitigbe’s creative process.

“His art is really abstract, and I 
was curious as to why he decided to 
make those creative choices while 
also making statements about social 
justice,” Rogers said.

Otit igbe said  much of  his 
inspiration comes from the process 
of researching his subjects.

“I usually look to art history as 
well as disciplines outside of visual 
art, like architecture and biology, 
to develop content for my projects,” 
he said. “I use this information 
to form a visual language. It’s an 
iterative process.”

In the lecture,  he spoke of 
his  various collaborative and 
individual projects, which show 
the intersections between race, art 
and science, including his sculpture 
“ B e c o m i n g  V i s i b l e ,”  a  p i e c e 
memorializing the life and death of 
Trayvon Martin among other Black 
victims of police brutality.

Rogers appreciated the honesty 
Otitigbe brought to his lecture, 
especially during his anecdotes of 
race and social justice.

“Hearing an artist talk about 
their own work, coming from 
a place of their experiences, is 

something that can’t be replaced,” 
she said. “If we can prioritize public 
art, and allow art to be a way to give 
people a voice, I think that we can 
make a lot of real change.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Otitigbe explores justice through sculpture
HANES VISITING ARTIST LECTURE

LAB! 
Theatre 
premiers 

play about 
senior year 
challenges

By Valeria Cloës
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

LAB! Theatre, a student theatre 
company at UNC, is  virtually 
produc ing  and  broadcas t ing 

STUDENT PLAYWRIGHTS

then delivers a snarky quip. 
On the other hand, this is 

a “Mortal Kombat” movie, so 
censoring the violence or taking 
away the quips would only serve to 
disappoint the fanbase the series 
has built over 25 years.

My favorite aspect of the movie 
was Kano, the temperamental 
Australian mercenary who butts 
heads with Cole Young. Actor Josh 

Lawson had good comedic chemistry 
with his co-stars, which helped 
ground the fantastical universe by 
poking fun at its ridiculousness.

I  a l s o  t h o u g h t  t h a t  t h e 
ac t ion scenes  were  exper t ly 
c h o r e o g r a p h e d ,  w i t h  s o m e 
impressive martial arts on display 
throughout the film.

The film is not a masterpiece 
in any sense of the word, but it 

certainly met my expectations as a 
grotesque and fantastic martial arts 
display with self-referential and 
comedic moments throughout. 

Joe Taslim, who plays Sub-
Zero, has confirmed that he is 
under contract for sequels, and 
I am interested to watch how the 
series develops.

Twitter: @noahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

an or ig inal  s tudent  p lay  by 
senior Stuart Wilson, “One Foot 
Forward, One Foot Back” this 
weekend.

The show, which is free, will be 
live-streamed April 24-26 at 7:30 
p.m. on YouTube and broadcast 
through Zoom Live.

Amelia Jerden, UNC a senior 
and public relations director for 
LAB! Theatre, said the company 
realized in 2019 that there were 
not enough opportunities for 
student playwrights to have their 
work produced and performed on 
campus. Since then, the company 
commissions original student-
written plays every year.

Director Evan Krell said the 
play is  imbued with feel ings 
graduating college students are 
all too familiar with — nostalgia 
for  the past  and incert itude 
about the future. These struggles 
are presented through the story 
of two rising seniors in college, 
Mason and Robin, who go back to 

Mason’s hometown of Atlas, N.C. 
to conduct research for their oral 
history project about the town.

In this fictional town inspired 
by Wilson’s own life, their findings 
challenge their assumptions about 
themselves, their future and the 
town itself.

“This play is an evolution of a 
conversation I have with myself 
about how much to hold on to from 
the past while you’re really going 
towards the future,” Wilson said.

Wilson’s idea for this play was 
sparked in April 2020, and after his 
play was formally commissioned 
in 2020, he worked on the script 
throughout the summer. Starting 
in August and all throughout the 
fall 2020 semester, Wilson worked 
closely with LAB! Theatre on table 
reads and rewrites.

“I got a lot of good feedback,” 
Wilson said. “I was able to have 
discussions with people, explain 
my intention with the effects I 
wanted to achieve, hear how they 

felt, what worked, what didn’t. 
I think that’s definitely where I 
made the most progress in my 
growth as an author.”

Josh Wahab, a senior double 
majoring in dramatic art and 
political science, plays Lee, Mason’s 
childhood friend from Atlas. For 
the past three years, while Mason 
has been away at Hilltop Uni, Lee 
has been suffering in his hometown 
because he could not afford to go 
away to college. 

Wahab said he and the rest of 
the cast did a lot of work to get in 
touch with their characters.

“We did a lot of work talking 
about our own hometowns and 
trying to connect to the characters,” 
Wahab said. “I generally have a 
similar viewpoint to Lee from my 
hometown, so it was easy to really 
connect with him.”

Wilson also felt connected to 
the characters in his play because 
they all represent parts of himself, 
he said. In addition, his play is 

inspired by his personal experience 
and struggles.

“This play comes from a place 
of good frustration,” Wilson said. 
“This is certainly born out of trying 
to figure out what comes next for 
me after college. I have a lot of 
passions and a lot of places that I 
could go with my career, with my 
future, but I’m not quite sure.”

Krell  thinks the audience, 
especially college students, will 
be able to connect to the play on a 
visceral level, as it shows challenges 
many college students face.

“I hope that for the students 
out there who are (facing these 
challenges), who sees this play, 
that they see that life can be 
tough, but things are going to 
work out,” Krell said. “There are 
people out there who will help 
you every step of the way, even 
in the face of some of the most 
challenging and changing times.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel
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Across
1 Opening for recorded music
7 Pass
13 Placid
14 Cheese-making sites
15 Judicious use of an Egyptian 

goddess?
17 In concert
18 Scott who played Danno on 

“Hawaii Five-0”
20 Source of some cruise ship beer?
25 Caesar’s last gasp
26 Most exposed
27 Like microbes, before 

microscopes
29 Lover of Aphrodite
30 39.37 inches, in Ipswich
33 Really enjoy
35 With 40-Across, good advice for 

correcting a manuscript?
40 See 35-Across
42 Some brass
43 Frisbees, e.g.
44 Salon supply
45 One on a regimen, perhaps
49 Mountain guide
51 Cornerstone word
52 What a theater hopes its “Bus 

Stop” revival will be?
56 Evidence of surgery
57 Soffits are under them

58 Audiophile’s flat, say?
65 Big 12 rival of the Longhorns
66 Knowledgeable (in)
67 Indications of humanity?
68 Upper crust groups

Down
1 Franchise whose opening themes 

are songs by The Who
2 Paris’ Rue __ Martyrs
3 Indian honorific
4 Guitarist Paul
5 Where Mark Watney was 

stranded for about 560 sols, in a 
2015 film
6 Wonderland service
7 Raring to go

8 Rest
9 Tentacle analog
10 Fragments
11 Law group
12 Passed-down property
14 Kierkegaard, e.g.
16 “Get on it!”
19 Field role of early TV
20 Demean
21 Capacitance unit
22 Roman fountain
23 Stupefy
24 Nomadic shelter
28 Mature eft
30 Just what the doctor ordered
31 U.S. Cabinet-level dept.
32 Family __
34 Theme park offering
36 More vast
37 “The Great Movies” series 

author
38 Actor Fiennes
39 One of ten in Baldwin’s “Notes 

of a Native Son”
41 “Hey” assistant
45 Court figs.
46 If
47 Captivate
48 Lethargy
49 Sharp turn
50 Hiker’s stopover
53 Gets closer to
54 Openings
55 Mendes of fashion
59 Brian of Roxy Music
60 “__ Rosenkavalier”
61 CT scan relative
62 January Ga. hours
63 Previously called
64 NFL scores

© 2015 The Mepham Group.  
All rights reserved.

The LA Times
Crossword Puzzle

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — Support shared 
accounts. Revise professional 
plans over the next five months, 
with Capricorn Pluto retrograde. 
Advancement on long-term goals 
could seem slowed. Rest and 
recharge.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 — Revise research, 
with Pluto retrograde for five 
months. Plan an educational 
adventure, conference, vacation 
or class, for later in the year to 
minimize risk.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 — Prioritize your work 
and health. Monitor shared finances 
closely for five months, with Pluto 
retrograde. Review investments and 
plan for long-term growth.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 — Find romance 
in simple nothings. Reconsider 
routines with your partner over 
Pluto’s five-month retrograde 
phase. Reassess what’s important. 
Support each other with changes. 

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — Home comforts 
soothe. Review and revise health 
and fitness plans over five months, 
with Capricorn Pluto retrograde to 
support your physical, mental and 
spiritual growth.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 — Edit and refine 
communications. Review creative 
projects, with Pluto retrograde. 
Tune instruments, practice and 
prepare for a performance later in 
the year.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 — Bring home the 
bacon. Plan future domestic 
renovations, with Pluto retrograde. 
Make an inspiration folder. 
Research prices and confirm 
contractors. Imagine perfection.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Begin a new 
personal phase. Edit creative 
projects, with Pluto retrograde. 
Launch a major promotion later in 
the year. Get your ducks in a row.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 — Meditate and 
reflect. Refine routines to save 
money, with Pluto retrograde. 
Reassess and develop what you’ve 
acquired. Conserve resources. Learn 
from past successes.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — Adapt with social 
changes. The next five months favor 
healing, with Pluto retrograde in 
your sign. Release old baggage. 
Review personal priorities. Alter 
course to suit.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 — A new professional 
phase dawns. Revise plans, with 
Pluto retrograde for five months. 
Reduce speculation and risk. 
Practice and prepare. Launch later 
this year.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 — Explore new 
directions. For five months, with 
Pluto retrograde, reimagine 
social structures. Participate with 
community planning. Learn from 
the past while adapting with 
changes.

HOROSCOPES If April 28th
is Your Birthday...

Take your career to new heights this year. Backstage efforts, disciplined 
preparation and study build a professional surge. Resolve spring challenges 
with shared accounts before a personal financial windfall this summer. 
Reinventing yourself this winter leads to surging collaborative profits. Your 
work is gaining respect.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes
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Child Care WantedChild Care Wanted
LIVE IN NANNY NEEDED - DURHAM Close knit, loving and organized family in Durham, NC seeking a 
reliable and motivated nanny.  Accommodations provided if needed. You would have your own bedroom 
and bathroom and Kitchenette areas.    

Hours: 

6:15am- 9:15am - Giving kids breakfast, packing lunches and helping kids leave for school.  Once the 
kids leave, you would clean up kitchen, tidy up and organize all their areas.  

2:30pm - 6:30pm - Pick up kids from school, give them snacks, take them to sports and bring them back.  
Need references and a good driving record.  Please message me. (919) 444-1597   

 

         

Help WantedHelp Wanted
HOUSE MANAGER- Fastidious, punctual, neat, well-organized, industrious, fun, and creative person 
needed to help mother of four keep life on track for a family in Chapel Hill. Must have own car, excellent 
references, and a strong work ethic. Duties to include meal planning, cooking, errands, organizing, and 
whatever else needs to be done. Approximately 4 hours/day, 5 days/week. Start ASAP. Well compensated. 
Please send email introducing yourself, resume, and contact information for two references to 
housemanager2021@gmail.com                                                                                                                                  

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST 15-20 hrs wk. Cheery, team oriented people person needed.  Computer, 
cleaning, phone, people skills needed. Organized, motivated person.  Send resume to urbanfringesalon@
gmail.com

CASHIER AND LINE COOKS WANTED- Seeking nights & weekend help for front & back of house. Starting 
pay is $10/hour plus tips. Please email erika@armadillogrill.com for details.

LANDSCAPING YARDWORK NEEDED Moving a lot of soil, by shoveling & wheelbarrow.  Resettling & 
mulch cover.  Other stuff avail.  Looking for students, not landscaping company. Text 919-605-4023 (Luke)

MONARCH- COMMUNITY SPECIALIST Monarch is hiring Community Specialists! Are you interested in a 
$12 hourly rate to assist empowering individuals with IDD? Visit www.MonarchNC.org/careers and apply 
directly: R2893. 

RESIDENTIAL FRONT DESK- Assists residents in a variety of ways, follows standards, policies, and 
procedures. Experience in excellent customer service, and effective communication skills required.       
140westassistant@ewclubs.com

EARN $500+ WORKING 10 HRS/WK Local financial company needs motivated student comfortable 
making calls to set appointments. Great opportunity to learn the business AND earn great money. Please 
call 919-622-3202 for more details.  

                    Deadlines
Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days
prior to publication

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252 DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day
DTHMarketplace

Across
1 Analyze grammatically
6 Comic Silverman
11 Atlanta-to-Miami dir.
14 At full speed
15 Actress De La Garza
16 “Buffy” airer after The WB
17 Breakfast dish that sounds 

spoiled?
19 Part of LGBTQ
20 Ashtabula’s lake
21 Fruity drinks
22 Master, in Swahili
24 Earthquakes
26 Cold one at a bar
27 Snack cake brand named for a 

four-year-old
33 Split up
36 Aired again
37 Immigrants’ subj.
38 Gunk
39 Helen who sang “I Am Woman”
40 In good health
41 Post-apartheid ruling party: 

Abbr.
42 With “en,” hot, in sports slang
43 Spoils, with “on”
44 Two-level bus
47 __ center: exact middle
48 Unaffiliated film studios

52 Artist’s flat hat
54 Poker Flat chronicler Harte
57 __-dieu: kneeler
58 Antipollution org.
59 Postpone an article’s essential 

points ... and a hint to 17-, 27- and 
44-Across

62 Ready-fire link
63 Correct, as text
64 Like Olympic pools
65 __ Victor: record label
66 Broad valleys
67 Mike who voiced Shrek

Down
1 Treasure map word
2 Love, in Rome
3 Pie cuts, geometrically
4 Lateral skid
5 Big picture?: Abbr.
6 Anti-DWI gp.
7 On the safer side, at sea
8 Cleaning cloths
9 Oscar winner Lee
10 Washed-up star
11 Sucrose-rich root veggie
12 Bridge
13 Irish New Ager
18 Steinbeck’s “__ of Eden”
23 World Wide __
25 Sch. near Harvard
26 Time for cake with candles, 

informally
28 Cornered on a limb
29 Flowerpot spot
30 MD meeting an ambulance
31 “Cast Away” setting
32 Building additions
33 “Good grief!”
34 It’s forbidden
35 Semifictional film genre
39 Felt bad about
40 2006 film about crosswords
42 Open-bodied truck
43 Animal house
45 Buzzing flier
46 Friends and neighbors
49 “Flashdance...What a Feeling” 

singer Cara
50 Down-yielding duck
51 Plants-to-be
52 Den denizen
53 “Beowulf,” e.g.
54 Belgian composer Jacques
55 Hall of Famer Sandberg
56 Approx. takeoff hours
60 Actress Thurman
61 “Slippery” tree
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The LA Times
Crossword Puzzle

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — Creative or romantic 
expression could seem restricted. 
Slow to manage an unexpected 
twist. Keep practicing your game. 
Communication leads to solutions. 
Connect and share.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 — Domestic dreams 
may not match the reality. You can 
see what’s missing. Come up with a 
plan to address a structural repair or 
upgrade.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 — A creative barrier 
redirects your attention. Monitor the 
situation for developments. Patiently 
communicate, especially with 
changes. Connect, coordinate and 
share the news.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 — Budget and estimate 
the funds necessary. Keep plans 
practical and focus on short-term 
needs to adapt to recent changes. 
Consider options and opportunities.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — Take extra care of 
yourself. You are unique, magnificent 
and beloved. You’re also going 
through a personal metamorphosis 
or transformation. Prepare to stretch 
new wings.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 — Notice dreams, 
visions and intuitive hunches. 
Consider and revise plans for a 
shift in conditions. Avoid travel or 
expense and keep a low profile.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 7 — Revise a team 
strategy to adapt to an evolving 
situation. Shifting conditions require 
an appropriate response. Support 
others to consider circumstances 
from another view.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — Focus on 
professional priorities. An industrial 
or market shift requires adaptation. 
One door closes while another 
opens. Consider opportunities and 
options. Monitor the pulse.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 — Travel may entice 
yet conditions are still evolving. 
Educational pursuits reward your 
investigative efforts. Anticipate 
changes. Adapt and shift your view 
for new discoveries.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — Manage joint 
resources around a financial change. 
Read and research measurements 
and statistics. Review the situation 
and adapt plans. Collaborate for 
shared gain.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 — Support your 
partner and be supported around 
a twist in plans. Guard patience 
around a change in status quo. New 
circumstances require adaptation.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — Maintain routines 
and practices to prioritize health 
and safety. Slow around sharp 
corners. Patience pays off with 
high dividends. Guard energy and 
recharge.

HOROSCOPES If January 27th
is Your Birthday...

 You’re growing stronger this year. Match your passion with consistent practice 
for valuable skills. New social interaction this winter develops team support 
for summer changes, leading to a beautiful, creative romantic collaboration. 
Share, connect and celebrate with your wider circle next winter. Savor your 
accomplishments.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

Direct
Support

Professional
We are currently 

recruiting for motivated 
and enthusiastic 

individuals to work 
with residents with 

developmental disabilities 
of all ages!

A great opportunity for 
psychology and social 
work students! Various 

shifts available including 
PT and FT.

Pay up to $11/hr.
For more information click 

thru to http://jobs.rsi-nc.org.

Help WantedHelp Wanted
LEARN ART OF LANDSCAPE gardening and experience the cycles of nature.                                      

physically demanding work with established contractor/gardener. f&pt Andrew Bryan 919-929-9913

CONTENT EDITOR/PROOFREADER TVBR, area literary magazine, needs a crack proofreader/content editor 
to assist in getting our new issue to print ASAP. $15/hr. send resume/refs kaw@vincentbrothersreview.org

NANNY/HOUSE MGR NEEDED Help needed for older kids and daily household upkeep. We need help 
getting the kids to/from activities, chores and finish HW. The kids are 14, 13 (ADHD) & 11. Two kids are in 
in-person school 4 days, and one (14) has virtual school 2 days. All three kids have asynchronous learning 
(at home) on Wed. They have a tutor for schoolwork. M-Th 12:30-8:30 p.m. F 12:30-5:30 p.m. $16-18 p/hr. 

Southern Village. We will also need help during the summer. 919-265-4039

SUMMER PARKS & REC OPENINGS! APPLY NOW! Chapel Hill Parks & Recreation 
is hiring Camp Counselors, Camp Coordinators, and Lifeguards for Summer 2021.                                                         

Visit www.townofchapelhill.org for information. $10-$16 per hour

Wake up to 
breaking news, 

happening 
events and 

a bit of daily 
humor

Delivered right to your inbox every morning! Sign up at 
dailytarheel.com
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Put a poem in your pocket this April

DTH FILE/MARIS AVA CRUZ
Ben Goldman, a former UNC student, reads poetry and other works by Billy Collins in the Pit on Monday, Jan. 18, 2021.

By Jane Wilson
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

Poetry is everywhere. It’s not 
just found in poetry books, but it is 
embedded in prose, within the lyrics 
of your favorite song and lodged in 
encouraging messages from friends. 

And you don’t have to be a skilled 

poet to write words that touch the 
lives of others. 

That’s what Carrboro Mayor 
Lydia Lavelle wants residents of 
Carrboro to keep in mind this April, 
which she declared poetry month 
in a proclamation released on April 
6th, in conjunction with National 
Poetry Month. Throughout April, 
the Town of Carrboro is recognizing 

poetry month with events such 
as “Poem in Your Pocket Day” on 
Thursday, April 29.

“I mean, to me, poetry is not just 
about poems, it’s about the creative 
impulse,” Fred Joiner, Carrboro’s 
poet laureate since 2019, said. “I 
think Carrboro prides itself on being 
a town that celebrates creativity, that 
celebrates discovery and learning.” 

Joiner leads the Carrboro Poets 
Council, which is a group of volunteers 
working to advance poetry in Carrboro. 

“We read poems at every Town 
Council meeting,” Joiner said. “It’s 
usually just me by myself, but this 
month, every Tuesday, someone on 
the poets council will be reading a 
poem to open the meeting.”

Joiner, alongside CJ Suitt, the poet 
laureate of Chapel Hill, will also be 
administering writing workshops for 
middle and high school kids. Joiner 
said sharing poetry looks different 
these days. 

“It’s hard during this time because 
we can’t gather in person,” Joiner 
said. “It’s always just trying to figure 
out ways to make sure that we’re 
advancing poetry and letting people 
understand how important poetry as 
a literary thing is.” 

This month, Lavelle has added 
poetry into her regular appearances 
as mayor. 

“His tor ica l ly,  e ver y  Apr i l , 
whenever I make speeches, I usually 
include a poem to kind of recognize 
the month,” she said. “I’m on the 
radio every Friday, so last Friday, 
when I was on, I read a poem.”

Lavelle read “One April Bird,” 
which was written by her wife, Alicia 
Stemper. Stemper wrote the poem 
last April, and Lavelle likes that the 
poem simultaneously reflects on last 
April, when the United States was 
deep in lockdown, and looks ahead 
to this April. 

Lavelle wants everyone in Carrboro 

to take time to read selections of 
poetry and to share the gift of poetry 
with others. On “Poem in Your Pocket” 
day, members of the community are 
urged to find a poem that they like 
and share it on social media with the 
hashtag #pocketpoem. 

“It’s kind of different than walking 
around and pulling (poems) out and 
reading (them) to people,” Lavelle 
said, “but a lot of people see more on 
social media now than they used to.”

Jay Bryan, a member of the 
Carrboro Poets Council and Carrboro’s 
former poet laureate, recognizes the 
importance of enjoying poetry year-
round. He said the atmosphere of 
Carrboro has changed over the years. 

“I think that the work of poetry 
keeps going beyond the month,” 
Bryan said. “There’s a lot going on in 
terms of poetry locally, compared to 
back in the ’90s.”

To expose yourself to poetry this 
month, Joiner suggests buying 
an anthology of poems at a local 
bookstore, such as Flyleaf Books 
or Epilogue. Bryan recommends 
s u b s c r i b i n g  t o  t h e  Po e m - a -
Day email  l i s t  or  the  Poetr y 
Foundation’s newsletter, both of 
which will deliver a poem to your 
inbox each morning. 

Bryan also encourages others to find 
a poem they like and read it out loud. 

“Go ahead and let out your inner 
voice,” Bryan said. “It’s all about 
touching the heart.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Groups around campus 
celebrate Earth Day

DTH/SOPHIA ALEM
Flowers bloom in Coker Arboretum on April 21. Campus groups found ways 
to learn and educate others about the environment on Earth Day, April 22.

By Casey Meisel
Staff Writer

arts@dailytarheel.com

Earth Day is an opportunity 
to reflect on the importance of 
sustainability and preservation to 
ensure everyone can continue to 
enjoy what the Earth has to offer. 

S t u d e n t s  a n d  c o m m u n i t y 
members are placing an emphasis on 
learning and educating others about 
these topics and providing ways to 
take action and make a difference, 
even on a small scale.

Janna Starr, N.C. Botanical Garden

Janna Starr, facilities and events 
manager and sustainability officer at 
the N.C. Botanical Garden, said the 
garden takes an “everyday is Earth 
Day” approach. They continuously 
work on becoming more sustainable 
while educating the public and 
fostering an appreciation of native 
plants and wildlife.

Starr encouraged people to do what 
they can, whether that is advocating 

for the environment at town hall 
meetings, supporting environmental 
nonprofits like the garden or planting 
native species in their own yard.

Starr believes starting small 
and focusing on what individuals 
can do is a good way to overcome 
the anxiety many feel when facing 
widespread environmental issues.

“When we do that, we start to look 
at solutions and moving forward 
instead of feeling kind of paralyzed 
by the future and the crisis of climate 
change,” Starr said.

Noah Barnett, Carolina 360 founder

Junior Noah Barnett is the 
president and founder of Carolina 
360,  a  c lub that  focuses  on 
environmental problems around the 
world and how to combat them on a 
local level in Chapel Hill. 

Barnett said that while Earth Day 
isn’t the only day the environment 
matters, it brings the environment to 
the forefront of conversation, which is 
a crucial first step in creating change. 

Barnett places great value in 

paying forward his knowledge on 
the environment in order to create a 
domino effect for others.

“It’s almost like we’re all pieces of 
a puzzle to putting the environment 
back together,” Barnett said. “If 
you just change your own lifestyle, 
it shows, and people start to take 
notice of that. And if you tell the 
people around, pass it forward, 
then we’re getting a ton of people 
that are being more conservative, 
being more sustainable, working 
towards a better environment and 
understanding that how their lives 
work now is not the best for the 
future, and change that.”

Sara Kent Trollinger, Cleantech intern

First-year student Sara Kent 
Trollinger is an intern for the IE 
Cleantech Corner initiative, a student 
organization within UNC’s Institute 
for the Environment that highlights 
SMEs and startups dedicated toward 
a sustainable future.

Trol l inger  emphasized  the 
importance of recognizing the ways 

the environment is intertwined 
with people’s daily lives.

“It doesn’t matter what you’re 
studying, what career you’re trying 
to pursue, where you live. The 
environment is a part of who you 
are,” Trollinger said.

Tollinger believes education is a 
good step toward this awareness, 
whether it’s taking an entry-level 
environmental studies class or 
researching on your own time 
about sustainability or other issues.

“It ’s important to go ahead 

and start educating yourself now, 
because there are a lot of things 
that are going wrong with the 
environment, and we need to 
start protecting it and we need to 
start realizing how to coexist with 
the environment and change our 
lifestyles,” Trollinger said. “The 
sooner we do that, the better, 
because there’s an impending 
climate crisis that we need to be 
aware of.”

Twitter: @dailytarheel

Phillips Middle commissions piece for orchestra
By Ellis Riggsbee

Staff Writer
arts@dailytarheel.com

For many student musicians, 
performing a unique piece curated 
just for them is a faraway, unrealistic 
idea. But thanks to the dedication 
of recently retired Phillips Middle 
School Orchestra Director Ann 
Daaleman, Phillips’ former eighth 
grade orchestra students will get the 
chance to make this dream a reality.

Funded by a grant from the 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public School 
Foundation as well as parents of her 
students, Daaleman commissioned 
an orchestral arrangement by one 
of her students’ favorite composers, 
Yukiko Nishimura.

Daaleman said she felt compelled 
to commission a piece for her 

students after she saw how engaged 
they were with Nishimura’s works.

“In 2019, I picked a piece of hers 
to do in their fall concert, and the 
kids had a kind of reaction which I 
had not always seen in this type of 
music,” Daaleman said. “One girl told 
me her heart felt full when we played 
this piece. You could watch their 
faces, and they were in that place 
where they were just so engaged and 
lost in the music.”

COVID-19 put a halt to Daaleman 
and her students’ plan to perform the 
commissioned piece, “Snowberry,” 
in person for their main concert 
in 2020. But the current first-year 
orchestra students at East Chapel 
Hill High School — most of whom 
were part of Daaleman’s eighth grade 
class at Phillips — plan to perform the 
piece together, and in person, this fall.

Two of Daaleman’s former students, 
Amelia Kelley and Brooke Harrison, 
are now freshmen at ECHHS.

“Even though I feel like it ’s 
definitely going to take some getting 
used to, playing with a whole group 
of people is so much better than 
playing alone because it really feels 

like there are all these moving parts,” 
Harrison said. “When it’s just one 
person, it just feels sort of empty.”

But if there’s anything more 
exciting than getting to play their 
own commissioned piece, Harrison 
and Kelley said that it’s putting on a 
strong performance for their beloved 
middle school orchestra director.

Harrison said working with 
Daaleman is  a lways  a  great 
experience because she always makes 
her students feel appreciated.

“When she commissioned the piece, 
it was really great to see Ms. Daaleman 
super excited about it,” Kelley said. 
“We wanted to perform well to make 
her feel really good about it too.”

Madeline Blobe, executive director 
for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public 
School Foundation, said this is the first 
project of its kind that the foundation 

has worked on, though it is not unusual 
for the foundation to fund the arts.

Blobe expressed that Daaleman’s 
commission proposal has created 
a unique musical opportunity for 
many students that they likely would 
not have had otherwise — just the 
type of thing that the public school 
foundation likes to support.

“Ann is  just  one of  those 
quintessential educators that spent 
her whole career bringing her gifts and 
talents to students and making sure 
that anyone that wanted to participate 
in music could,” Blobe said.

Sheet  music  and an audio 
recording of “Snowberry” by Yukiko 
Nishimura, commissioned by the 
Phillips Middle School Orchestra, 
can be found at excelciamusic.com.

Twitter: @leriggsb
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